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Preface 

This report was submitted to the United States Commission on Civil 
Rights by the New Jersey State Advisory Committee. The New Jersey 
Committee is one of the 51 Committees established in every State 
and the District of Columbia by the Commission pursuant to section 
105(c) of the Civil Rights Act of 1957. Its membership consists 
of interested citizens of standing -who serve without compensation. 
Among the functions and responsibilities of the State Advisory 
Committees, under their mandate from the Commission on Civil Rights, 
are the following: (1) to advise the Commission of all information 
concerning legal developments constituting a denial of equal protec
tion of the laws under the Constitution; (2) to advise the Commis
sion as to the effect of the laws and policies of the Federal 
Government with respect to equal protection of the laws under the 
Constitution; and (3) to advise the Commission upon matters of 
I11Utual concern in the preparation of its final report. The Com
mission, in turn, has been charged by the Congress to investigate 
allegations, made in writing and under oath, that citizens are 
being deprived of the right to vote by reason of color, race, 
religion, or national origin; to study and collect information 
regarding legal developments constituting a denial of equal pro
tection of the laws; to appraise Federal laws and policies with 
respect to equal protection; and to report to the President and to 
the Congress its activities, findings, and recommendations. 

The New Jersey Advisory Committee was reconstituted early in 
1962. Soon afterwards, the Committee conducted a survey of 
informed individuals and groups in the State in an effort to 
determine the most critical civil rights problems facing New 
Jersey. In addition to the survey, members of the Committee 
attended hearings held by the United States Commission on Civil 
Rights at Newark, on September 11 and 12, 1962. Shortly there
after, the Advisory Committee conducted public meetings in Camden 
and Trenton, on October 15 and 17, respectively. 

Upon evaluation of the testimony developed during the Com
mission hearings and the Committee's open meetings, the New Jersey 
Advisory Committee decided to report in depth on three subjects: 
Availability of housing to minority groups; employment opportunities; 
and apprenticeship training in New Jersey. Accordingly, subcom
mittees of the Advisory Committee on housing, headed by Professor 
Walter Murphy of Princeton University, and on employment and 
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apprenticeship, headed by Mrs. Millicent Fenwick of Bernardsville, 
were formed and assigned the task of gathering information for the 
following report. The three public sessions mentioned above 
constitute the source of most of the information used, although 
supplementary interviews and other methods were subsequently 
utilized. The three reports were approved by the full Advisory 
Committee before being submitted to the U.S. Commission'on Civil 
Rights. 
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Introduction 

New Jersey has been a leader in the field of civil rights, both in 
law and in practice. The situation today, however, is not totally 
satisfactory. In the face of an ever-mounting nonwhite population 
in the State, both whites and nonwhites are caught on the horns of 
an economic and sociological dilellllll8..* A combination of factors, 
related to this imbalanced population increase, and covered in this 
report, have created an explosive racial climate. Remedies, 
requiring both the combined efforts of leaders in government, 
industry, labor, churches, and civic organizations, and responsible 
action by all our citizens, are needed quickly. The problems are 
multiple. The hour grows late. Easy solutions are not available, 
but solutions must be found now or we shall face even more difficult 
problems a year from now. 

* Total New Jersey population, according to the 1960 census, is 
6,066,000. Of this figure 527,000 are nonwhites, 514,ooo of 
these being Negroes. From 1950-60, the white population has 
increased 22.8 percent as compared to a 63 percent increase 
on the part of the nonwhite population. 
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PART I. HOUSING 

1. Housing for Racial Minorities 

The problem of housing involves more than mere physical shelter. 
Since the home is the center of family life and the neighborhood 
has traditionally been the center of other close associations, 
the kind, condition, and location of housing vitally affect social 
status in the larger community as well as the aspirations, expec
tations, and achievements of the irmnediate residents. When, as is 
often the case for racial minorities, housing in deteriorating 
neighborhoods is also segregated, the situation is materially 
worsened. The minority racial group is to that extent further 
isolated from the informal controls, rewards, values, and sanctions 
of the dominant society. Furthermore, by causing segregated schools 
and recreational and social facilities, segregated housing increases 
cultural isolation and reduces the ability not only of the current 
generation, but also of the next, to recognize and utilize the 
opportunities in which American society takes so much pride. 

Housing available to nonwhites in New Jersey is generally 
inadequate. What housing there is, at least in the metropolitan 
areas, is largely in segregated neighborhoods. This can be seen 
in even a quick drive through the teeming ghettos--in public as 
well as private developments--of cities like Newark, Trenton, and 
Jersey City. 

Statistics tell only a small part of the story, but they are 
indicative of the situation in which the nonwhite finds himself. 
According to the 1960 census only 51.9 percent of nonwhite house
hold heads in New Jersey, residing in towns of more than 10,000 
inhabitants, lived in sound housing with all plumbing facilities. 
Only one-third of nonwhite families in such towns lived in homes 
they owned or were buying; 64 percent of whites, on the other 
hand, lived in such homes. The median value of residences owned 
by nonwhites was $9,500; the median value of all homes in the 
State was $15,900. In Trenton, 38. 7 percent of nonwhites were 
renting places classified by the Census Bureau as "deteriorating" 
or "dilapidated." In Newark, the figure was 52.5 percent. 

These substandard conditions are due partly to economic 
factors, partly to historical circumstances, and partly to racial 
prejudice. 
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Even where there are no social pressures or informal barriers 
to open occupancy, most nonwhites cannot afford, at least in the 
private market, housing equivalent to that of whites. 1 The median 
income for white males in New Jersey urban areas was $5,229; for 
nonwhite males, only $3,4o6. The median education for ~ites over 
25 was 10.8 years; for nonwhites, 8.8. Only 8,581 nonwhites.over 
25 had completed college; one thirty-fourth the rrumber of whites at 
a time when nonwhites composed approximately one-twelfth of the 
State's population. 

Historical accidents have played a role in the housing situa
tion of nonwhites. As table I indicates, the nonwhite population 
of New Jersey has increased dramatically since 1940. As in the 
Nation as a whole, this influx largely represents a migration of 
Negroes from the South to northern industrial centers. General . 
housing problems during and immediately after World War II compli
cated the situation for these people. Moreover, many of them pos
sessed only rudimentary agricultural skills and were shunted off 
into low-paying, menial jobs--last hired, first fired. In add7tion, 
during the 1940's the attitude of Federal agencies concern:d with 
both public housing and insuring or obtaining loans for private 
building reflected a widespread opposition to racially mixed 
neighborhoods and helped to strengthen existing patterns of 
segregated in housing.2 

TABLE I 

1940 1250 1960 

Total population 4,160,165 4,835,329 6,066,782 

Nonwhite population 229,078 323,744 527,779 
Percentage of total 5.51, 6.11, 8.71, 

Total population growth 16.21, 25.c:JI, 

Nonwhite population growth 41.CYI, 63.c:JI, 

A third cause of the nonwhite's housing plight has been 
prejudice, ranging on a spectrum from unabashed bigotry to tolera
tion that falls just short of full acceptance of the practical 
effects of equality before the law. These sentiments, whether 
personally held by real estate agents, bankers, and property owners 
or merely believed by them to be held by the white coIIIIID.lllity, have 
caused whites to be unwilling to rent to nonwhites and reluctant 
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to sell or loan to them except at premium prices. While most 
mortage bankers probably do not follow a general policy of racial 
discrimination in making loans,3 it is a fact as the census 
figures show, that a significant number of no~whites lack the job 
se~urity or education to be classified as sound risks. Moreover, 
while they are reluctant to say so publicly some bankers will 
admit in private that they are afraid to le~d money to nonwhites 
who plan to move into a previously all-white neighborhood. First 
many mortgagees still believe that the presence of nonwhites in a' 
block lowers property values.4 Conceding that Negroes IID..lst often 
pay higher prices for equivalent housing than whites one banker 
~xplained. in an Advisory Cammi ttee interview: "When' a Negro moves 
into a white area, housing values are going to drop and we don't 
want to be caught holding a mortgage equal to a hundred or a 
hundred and ten percent of the resale value of the house." How
e~er mistaken such views may be, the fact remains that they are 
widespread and so can become a self-fulfilling prophecy. Second, 
~ortg~e bankers are sometimes concerned that they will stir up 
111 will among their stockholders in particular and the white 
community generally if they help nonwhites "invade" white 
neighborhoods. 

Despite some overt efforts by boards of realtors to instruct 
their members o~ the obligations of the State's 1961 fair housing 
law, foot-dragging and outright evasion by individual realtors 
int~nsifies the problem of racial minorities. Herbert H. Tate, 
chairman of the Housing Committee, New Jersey State Conference of 
Branches, National Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People, told the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights at the Newark 
hearing that it was an accepted belief of New Jersey real estate 
men that a sale to a Negro in a white community causes a decline 
in property values.5 Brokers also fear that the white clients-
current and future--on whom they depend for a living, would in 
effect boycott those real estate agents who introduced 
"unde~irables" into a neighborhood. Isham Jones, supervisor of 
Compliance, New Jersey Diviston on Civil Rights, told the United 
States Commission at Newark:6 

A survey by the Division on Civil Rights in July 1959 
of "79 real estate brokers" located in 54 communities 
in 17 counties responded to the question: 

"Has your agency made any residential sales to Negroes, 
Puerto Ricans, and Jews?" Forty-seven said they sold 
to Negroes, 15 sold to Puerto Ricans, 64 have sold to 
Jews, and 2 have sold to Orientals. 
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One broker stated that: "Some of the lake communities 
in the northern part of the State have restrictions 
against Jews. These communities usually operate under 
a so-called club plan." 

Concerning the question: "Has your agency ever lost 
sales because your buyer could not obtain a mortgage 
due to his nationality, race, or religion?" Four 
agents said that they have lost sales because the buyer 
could not obtain a mortgage because of his nationality, 
10 because of race, and 6 because of religion. In 
Morris County an agent said: "Sometimes banks won't 
lend money in areas where Negroes purchase. Discrimina
tion against Jews in exclusive communities is very bad." 

On the question of "How do you handle the sale or rental 
of properties owned by Negroes or Puerto Ricans?" The 
comments ma.de were IID..lch alike. Sales are handled the 
same as any others, but the buyers are usually Negroes 
or Puerto Ricans, because ·whites are not interested. 
One Union County agent stated that when he places ads 
in the newspaper indicating an interracial home is for 
sale, he will get only Negro buyers. 

Restrictions placed on the sale or rental of property are 
also carried over into multiple listing arrangements, thus binding 
all brokers who participate in such arrangements. Moreover, one 
broker stated that he would use his own judgment as to the type of 
restriction that should be put on a piece of property when it is 
offered through a multiple listing service. 

Evidence of such independent action on the part of real estate 
brokers was found by the B'nai B'rith Anti-Defamation League of 
Essex County in the course of a 1962 survey of a device known as 
"PATO." The initials stand for "Purchaser acceptable to owner," 
and indicate that the seller is free to refuse any buyer who, for 
one reason or another, is unacceptable to him. In effect, however, 
brokers frequently used this device without the sellers' knowledge. 
According to Isham Jones:7 

The evidence indicated that listings carried this 
classification even though the owner of the property 
did not give his permission. Not only does such a 
listing conspire to keep certain areas free of Jews, 
but also members of other minority groups. 
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The division has received complaints against landlords 
who refused to rent apartments to Negroes and Puerto 
Ricans. In most instances landlords have agreed to 
rent the property to the complainant af'ter investiga
tion. Minority groups able to afford extremely high 
or excessive rentals for apartments seem to have little 
difficulty in securing apartments. The Negro or Puerto 
Rican who can only afford low or middle-class rents have 
the greatest difficulty in getting apartments. 

While New Jersey's 1961 law against discrimination in housing 
has not yet been given a fair trial, real estate brokers seem to 
have already developed several tactics which probably violate the 
law, but do so in a manner which makes prosecution extremely 
difficult if not impossible. A nonwhite who inquiries about 
housing in a currently ·white neighborhood rm.y be told that nothing 
is available. If such housing has been advertised for sale, the 
inquiring nonwhite may be told that a deposit has just been placed 
on the property, or the agent may take the nonwhite to visit the 
property, but only af'ter arranging that no one would be at hand to 
show the place. If all else fails, the agent may begin negotiations, 
stalling and dragging the~ along until a sale to another party can 
be regretfully announced. In the past, at least, FHA officials 
have sometimes passively, if not actively, cooperated in this last 
kind of rmneuvering. 

It should be noted in passing that local boards of realtors 
which elect their own members rarely allow duly licensed nonwhites 
to join. By excluding nonwhite real estate agents, white brokers 
do not, of course, deny them the right to practice their 
profession. Exclusion, however, does make the practice more 
difficult by cutting off the nonwhite broker from multiple listings. 
This exclusion also restricts the housing market available to 
nonwhite buyers and renters likely to be dealing through a 
nonwhite realtor. 
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2. Public Housing and Urban Renewal 

There has been a marked tendency for public housing projects in 
New Jersey to become segregated. Up to about the last decade this 
situation was in larger part a planned effect. Louis Danzig, 
executive director of the Newark Housing Authority said candidly 
at the hearings of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights in September 
1962, that it was not until 1950 that his agency shifted from a 
conscious policy of segregation to one of integration.9 In more 
recent years, segregation has resulted because of the location of 
projects within or on the edges of already predominantly nonwhite 
neighborhoods, unrealistically low income ceilings ma.king it dif
ficult for any but unskilled nonwhite workers to qualify,10 and 
the unwillingness of many whites to live in a neighborhood which 
they fear might become heavily nonwhite. Speaking of this fear 
among whites, several directors of public projects have insisted 
that the only way of keeping even a well placed public development 
from becoming all nonwhite is through the imposition of a 
controlled quota system. 

Urban renewal and interstate highway programs have been 
aggravating the already severe housing problems of nonwhites. 
Urban renewal means slum clearance, and while slums are hardly a 
nonwhite monopoly, a disproportionate number of nonwhites are slum 
dwellers. There is conflicting testimony about the exact percent
age of nonwhites who are or soon will have to be relocated because 
of public programs. In Newark about 6 times as many nonwhite 
families as white families are being uprooted by current programs. 
Current Federal regulations require that prior to the beginning of 
demolition there must be ma.de available to all residents of the 
affected area sound housing at comparable cost and in the same 
community. The Housing and Home Finance Agency requires in working 
out a "workable program" that an advisory committee with wide mem
bership be formed. Louis Danzig, executive director of the Newark 
Housing Authority admitted at the Commission's Newark hearing that 
such a Committee had never been formed. The extent of citizen 
participation, he said, is:ll 

fl/he housing authority ••• composed of six nonsalaried 
members who set the policy. They come from all walks of 
life and all people are represented thereon. The activ
ities of the housing authority cannot go forward, no 
matter what they say or do, without Federal sanction. 
They have racial relations advisers and tenant selection 
and site selection people. 
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Now, then, at the local level there's a planning board 
composed of nine citizens from all walks of life with
out whom we cannot select a site. Now, even if they 
say, "This is ~ good site and we approve_ it," we then 
have to go before the mayor and nine councilmen elected 
by the people from all walks of life and all districts 
and wards represented in the city. Finally, there are 
public hearings comm.nded by law on all this sort of 
thing, on site selection and the whole business. Now, 
then, I, t oo, am a citizen, and my staff is composed of 
citizens. Now, what wider citizen participation can 
we possible get? • 

Are we supposed to pile committees on top of committees 
and develop a committee form of government rather than a 
representative form of government? . . . . •This is a brand 
new thing, this advisory committee, this wider citizen 
participation. 

Mr. Danzig conceded the requirement of a citizens' advisory 
committee, but doubted it could act retroactively since the sites 
had already been selected. 

It appears that public officials often fail to inform resi
dents of their rights or neglect to make offers of assistance in 
securing these rights. There have been numerous complaints voiced 
by white and nonwhite civic groups about this laxity, and the 
Trenton Council on Human Relations told the Advisory Committee of 
a systematic survey of families recently displaced from the Coalport 
section of the city, in which 1 out of every 10 families was inter
viewed. Every person interviewed denied having been offered assist
ance in relocation. Not all the evidence is on one side, of course. 
In the John Fitchway project in Trenton, officials were apparently 
very solicitous of the rights of residents. 

The interstate highway program causes even more serious 
problems. Understandably, where urban regions have to be traversed, 
highway planners try to route the new thruways across slum neigh
borhoods and thus accomplish a double purpose. Slum clearance is 
long overdue in most cities, but under ~xisting regulations, high
way planners are not required to make any provision whatsoever to 
assist in relocating the residents of affected areas. 

These difficulties have caused qiany people to wonder whether 
such programs are not destroying existing slum areas only to create 
others. Displaced nonwhites, lacking guidance, subject to di scr im
ination in the open housing market, and troubled by lower incomes 
than whites, usually end up in another deteriorating neighborhood 
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which will soon be converted first into a new ghetto, then into a 
new slum. Thip probability is increased by the fact that new 
housing in the renovated area is invariably far beyond the economic 
reach of the old residents, as Robert G. Guempel, president of the 
Mortgage Bankers Association of New Jersey, testified at the Newark 
hearing:12 

These luxury, 21-story buildings that are replacing many 
of the slum areas require rents ranging from $42 to $50 
a room to carry the building, and I think some thought 
should be given to a different type of reuse for this 
land, with different type buildings on it, so that the 
rent levels would be somewhere in the neighborhood of 
$25 to $34 a room, and in that way they would in all 
probability meet the needs of the people that were 
being displaced in the first place. 

"Urban Removal" has become a popular name for Urban Renewal 
in New Jersey, just as "Urban Resegregation" was the term widely 
applied in Chicago to describe the renovation of the South Side 
blocks around the University of Chicago. 
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3. Positive Action 

There is, of course, another side to the State's ledger. As Herbert 
Tate, chairman of the Housing Committee of the New Jersey NAACP, 
told the United States Commission, the State has ma.de "tremendous 
advances" 13 in the last 15 years. Democratic and Republican Gover
nors and legislators have recognized the seriousness of the existing 
problems and have taken legal steps to improve the situation. Since 
1945 New Jersey has had an increasingly comprehensive set of civil 
rights laws enforced by a government agency known as the Division on 
Civil Rights. In the housing field, a 1957 statute forbade discrim
ination because of race in the sale or rental of "publicly assisted" 
housing; that is, housing built with State funds or secured by a 
mortgage guaranteed or insured by the Federal Government. 14 In 1961 
the legislature enacted an omnibus lawl5 which forbids: \1) real 
estate agents to refuse to sell or rent or offer to sell or rent 
property to anyone because of race, creed, color, national origin, 
or ancestry; (2) owners of private property -who, with certain 
limited exceptions, have for sale or rent multiple units of housing 
to decline to sell or rent to persons because of racial or religious 
reasons; and ( 3) mortgage rs to deny loans for such reasons • 
President Kennedy's Executive Order 11o63 reinforces this declared 
public policy of the State, although it is still too early to tell 
exactly how much additional effect the Federal order will have. 

Federal and State cooperation has ma.de more low income housing 
available to both whites and non-whites. For a variety of reasons, 
theBe efforts have often ma.de less of a contribution than they 
easily could have to the ultimate solution of minority group housing 
problems. Still, there is no denying the fact that even at their 
worst, such projects did at least provide more adequate shelter than 
nonwhites could have obtained on the open market. 

On a private basis--and sometimes in combination with nninicipal 
officials--civic minded New Jersey citizens have founded and main
tained human relations councils to promote mutual understanding 
among the races. In several instances, interracial housing projects 
have been constructed. Two such developments in Princeton earned 
the builder, Morris Milgram, a modest profit and the houses have 
appreciated significantly in value .16 
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4. The Tipping Point Problem 

There is no panacea for the housing problems of non-whites. Charles 
Silberman has claimed that "so long as the great majority of Negroes 
have slum incomes, they are going to live in slums."17 While this 
may be an overly pessimistic evaluation, it nevertheless contains a 
hard kernel of truth; the problem of housing is inextricably inter
twined with the economic situation of non-whites. Each to some 
extent causes and to a greater extent aggravates the other. 

Moreover, any ameliorative proposals must be ma.de in full 
recognition of the fact that nonwhites face a cruel dileilllll8. in the 
housing field. The full solution to the problem is usually thought 

f "O O " o as pen ccupancy --complete freedom to buy or rent according 
to ability to pay--in nonsegregated housing. However, open occu
pancy and nonsegregated housing may for sometime be largely 
incompatible. True, open occupancy would, of course, increase the 
availability of housing to nonwhites, but in the short run, and 
perhaps even in a relatively long run, complete open occupancy may 
also mean continued segregation in housing and thus in schools, with 
the concomitant of continued social isolation. There is no denying 
the fact that there is still widespread prejudice among -whites 
against nonwhites in New Jersey. When compared with the situation 
in some parts of the Nation, this antipathy may appear to be very 
mild. Certainly the willingness of a predominantly white electorate 
to vote for public officials who enact and enforce civil rights 
statutes indicates that there is ground for hope that racial prej
udice is being lessened. The line of tolerance, however, may be 
crossed -when the nonwhite tries to move into a white block. "But 
not next door" still often marks the practical limit of toleration. 

Many studies in other States have noted the same phenomenon. 
Each community, Morton Grodzins has written,18 has its "tipping 
point," the number of non-whites it will tolerate. If one nonwhite 
family moves into a previously all-white neighborhood (whether the 
housing is public or private), the older residents become appre
hensive. They fear economic loss and status loss and, with pictures 
in their heads of a crude stereotype of the non-white, fear crime and 
unacceptable conduct. As more non-whites move in, these fears 
increase until the "tipping point" is reached; then most whites who 
are able to do so abandon the community and move to another part of 
the city or, if possible, to the suburbs. This tipping point varies 
from neighborhood to neighborhood, and it is positioned by many 
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factors, not the least of which are the financial resources of the 
old residents. In new housing developments, the tipping point may 
be as low as one nonwhite famizy. If that famizy is among the first 
to move in, whites may simply refuse to buy. 

The tipping point problem will probabzy exist as long as racial 
prejudice exists on a large scale. Education and increased inter
racial communication may be the onzy long run solutions; but atten
tion must be given to more immediate means of bettering the 
situation. First, this is manifestly a fertile field for the 
activity of human relations groups. The Trenton Human Relations 
Council, for example, tries to send representatives into changing 
neighborhoods to reassure old residents in order to prevent panic 
sales and keep the area from being resegregated. In the summer of 
1961, Negro residents of Lakeview, Long I sland, realizing that the 
tipping point in their community had been reached, picketed to urge 
other Negroes not to try to buy in the neighborhood. Typical signs 
read: "Negroes: Your purchase of a home in this neighborhood is 
your contribution to segregation." "Negroes: This is an integrated 
neighborhood. Help integrate Massapequa, Bellmore, and others. 1119 

A second possibility is the "benign quota"--a planned effort 
to keep the nonwhite composition of a neighborhood below the tip
ping point by utilizing administrative direction, moral suasion 
or simple refusal to sell or rent to more than a certain number' of 
nonwhites. Because of its history as an instrument of discrimina
tion, the term quota has an evil connotation. There is also a 
question of fairness. Nonwhites' need for housing may far exceed 
even the most benign of quotas. Moreover, there are legal problem,. 
In private housing racialzy restrictive convenants, even though 
designed to promote integration rather than segregation, may well 
be unenforceable in the courts.20 In New Jersey, in either public 
housing or in private developments of any size, anything but open 
occu1ancy on a first come, first served basis would violate State 
law2 and might also run counter to Executive Order 11063. 

On the other hand, such benign quotas may be the onzy feasible 
way of getting some additional housing open to nonwhites oh a non
segregated basis. As in Greek tragedy, what is here involved for 
the nonwhite is a clash of rights--his right to the standard of 
housing which he can afford pitted in conflict against his right 
to housing that does not subject him to social isolation. Such 
quotas do lend themselves to abuse, but whether a quota is benign or 
invidious is a question of motivation. It is possible for public 
authorities in most instances to determine whether the private 
developer is acting in good faith; and it is more than possible to 
have public officials who honestly believe in and earnestly practice 
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policies which will lead to greater racial equality. The director 
of the Newark Housing Authority explained the way his agency 
operates:22 

Integration is maintained through applicants' choice 
of project and through the use of an occupancy progress 
chart. This chart shows, for each floor in every pro
ject, the location of broken families, public welfare 
cases, as well as the progress of integration. By 
calling attention to occupancy trends which, if ignored 
might lead to undesirable concentrations of problem ' 
families, the chart enables the authorit y to maintain 
an integrated policy of occupancy •••• You play this 
by ear. You keep increasing the degree of integration 
as you can, as the applicants appear and as the resist
ance is broken down, as the educational media begins to 
take over. You do it when you can. 
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s. Housing Recommendations 

The New Jersey Advisory Committee is charged with the duty of 
reporting to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights regarding matters 
that fall within the latter's jurisdiction. That jurisdiction is 
necessarily Federal, and the Advisory Committee does not, therefore, 
have a mandate to make recommendations to State agencies. The Com
mittee believes, however, that in a State like New Jersey, Federal 
and State efforts to cope with discrimination are almost inextri
cably intertwined. Furthermore, strong State action may obviate 
the necessity for further Federal action in certain areas. In the 
light of these considerations, the Advisory Coilllllittee addresses 
some of its recommendations to the State. 

1. Benign Quotas.--To encourage interracial neighborhoods in 
new and existing private and public housing, the State should 
establish as a temporary expedient a procedure whereby either public 
officials or private owners, developers, or builders might set a 
maximum quota for nonwhites. There are many ways in which this 
policy might be carried out either by executive order or by a new 
statute. Since the word quota is so emotionally loaded, the most 
simple and informal method of accomplishment may be the only way 
that is also politically possible. Any such policy, of course, 
would have to be preceded by a change or clarification of 
Executive Order 11063.23 

2. Public Housing Projects.--Several recommendations might be 
ma.de in the public housing field in addition to proposed authoriza
tion for establishment of benign quotas discussed in the previous 
section. First, there is a need for middle income housing--priced 
in the $20 to $30 a room range--for both whites and nonwhites in 
metropolitan areas. As long as owners and real estate agents 
engage on a large scale in discriminatory practices, the nonwhite 
need for such housing will remain acute. Second, in planning the 
location of new low or middle income housing, officials should 
take great care to insure that they are not simply extending or 
creating a ghetto. In some localities where land is too scarce 
to allow ideal placement of large developments, smaller projects 
to accommodate ten or fifteen families might be constructed. Even 
if for reasons beyond the control of housing authorities these 
smaller projects attracted only nonwhites, at least school and 
recreational segregation would not necessarily result if the pro j
ects were placed well outside existing areas that are totally 
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nonwhite. Third, officials should periodically re-examine the 
income ceilings they have placed on public developments to make 
sure that these ceilings have not become unrealistically low. 

The problem of the older public projects in black belts, now 
often only a tiny step above the slums they were supposed to replace, 
dry up, or prevent, defies solution short of wholesale renovation 
accompanied by renewal of the surrounding area. 

3. Urban Renewal and Interstate Highway Programs.--Both 
Federal and State officials should enforce more strictly the require
ments that sound housing in the same general cost range and in the 
same community be ma.de available to current -residents of an area 
about to be "renewed," before any demolition and displacement may 
begin. ·eurrent regulations may be adequate but they are not 
strictly enforced. In addition to strict enforcement, two policy 
changes might be ma.de. First, citizen groups from within the 
affected area should be consulted during the period when renewal 
plans are still in the fluid stage rather than merely after they 
have been pretty well formulated. Although planning of a complex 
project like urban renewal requires the work of experts, the man 
who has to live in a house may be a better judge of its utility 
than the architect who designed it. Second, all residents in an 
area about to be renovated should be carefully informed by public 
officials of their rights, of places where further information may 
be obtained and where complaints may be lodged. 

Since interstate highway programs present similar problems of 
displacement as urban renewal, either or both the Federal and State 
Governments should establish and rigidly enforce the same relocation 
provisions for each undertaking. In light of the fact that govern
mental supervision of highway programs is probably even closer than 
of urban renewal, enforcement should not create insuperable problems 
of administration. 

4. The New Jersey Civil Rights Division.--State law currently 
subjects the Civil Rights Division to two restrictions which dras
tically curtail its effectiveness. First, its staff is far too 
small. The Division .has won some notable victories, such as the 
recent court order that Levittown has to admit nonwhites; but with 
a staff of only 10 or 12 field representatives and investigators 
in a State of over 6 million people, the Division cannot even hope 
to pursue consistently a policy of strict law enforcement. Thus 
the most pressing need in the Division is for an increased staff, 
a need which the Governor has recognized in his current budget 
requests. 
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Second, the Division interprets its authorizing statutes as 
denying it the role of a self-starter. The Division believes that 
it may not begin an action unless a complaint is brought before it 
either by an aggrieved private citizen or by the State Attorney ' 
General, Commissioner of Labor, or Commissioner of Education. The 
Division should be able to bring legal action on its own motion to 
substitute systematic, planned enforcement of the law for the ' 
haphazard method of relying on complaints. 

. . Th~rd, the ~ivi~ion badly needs authority to seek a temporary 
inJunction to maintain the status quo during its period of investi
gation. All too frequently by the time the Division has made a 
thorough investigation of a complaint, the property in question has 
already been sold or rented and the nonwhite who brought the 
complaint is left with a hollow victory. 

Fourth, as a law enforcement agency, the Division would better 
fit under the Attorney General's office where its operations could 
be more readily coordinated with those of other enforcement 
officials than in the Department of Education. Legislation to this 
effect has been pending in the State legislature for several years. 

. 5. The N~w Jerse Real Estate Commission.--This State agency 
is entrusted with the enforcement of title 5 of the New Jersey 
Code, which contains the statutes regulating realtors. At least 
in recent months the Commission has been cooperating with the Civil 
Rights Division, and has just imposed a fine of $lOO on a Monmouth 
C?u~t~ real estate broker on the basis of evidence submitted by the 
Division. One small fine will not cause general compliance with 
~he law, but a pe:sistent policy of rigid enforcement might. Since 
it controls the licenses of realtors, this agency is in an excellent 
position to influence their behavior. Moreover the Real Estate 
Commission, unlike the Civil Rights Division ~y initiate 
investigations and legal actions on its own ~otion. 

It would appear from the wording of title 45 and from the fine 
imposed on the Monmouth County broker that the Commission could 
log~cal~ view violations of existing housing statutes as prima 
facie evidence that a broker was unfit to hold a state license. 
Shoul~such a policy be clearly spelled out in Commission regulations 
and rigorously enforced by suspensions and revocations of licenses 
~he housing situation for minority groups would be materially ' 
improved. Such an unequivocal policy would also take some of the 
onus for obeying the law off the honest broker. He could point to 
these regulations and the basic housing statutes and explain to a 
prejudiced client why property has to be handled in a 
nondiscriminatory manner. 
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6. Private Action.--State officials have complained--and 
evidence ootained at the · two open meetings of the New Jersey Advisory 
Committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights has substantiated 
their complaint--that nonwhite groups are not taking full advantage 
of their existing legal rights. Both Civil Rights Division and Real 
Estate Commission officials report difficulty in securing affidavits 
from nonwhites who have been subjected to illegal discrimination. 
Testimony by a Negro realtor in the Caillden sessions of the Advisory 
Committee indicated that after having obtained a court decree break
ing down one aspect of discrimination in housing, Negroes made no 
efrort to ask for a contempt citation when the developer refused to 
obey the order. Sometimes nonwhites have been unaware of their 
rights under the law; sometimes they have distrusted public offi
cials; sometimes they have feared embarrassment and have been under
standably reluctant to assert their legal rights and move into a 
hostile neighborhood. 

The leadership of nonwhite groups, such as the Urban League and 
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, is 
in a unique position to mobilize members to insist on being accorded 
the equality of opportunity guaranteed by law. These same groups 
can also do much to ease community tensions. One small service which 
they might perform--as indeed they do perform in many communities-
is instruction in small infonnal classes of newly arrived or cultur
ally deprived nonwhites in the habits and mores of northern urban 
societies. Attention to such apparently trivial items as proper 
garbage disposal and care and upkeep of homes and furniture can help 
assuage white fears of a deteriorating neighborhood. 

Leaders of nonwhite groups might encourage their members, 
especially those with middle and upper incomes, to invest in savings 
and loan and other mortgage institutions, to attend stockholders' 
meetings, and insist that not only the letter but the spirit of the 
law be followed. More affluent nonwhites might cooperate with 
existing financial institutions to organize a small mortgage estab
lishment to provide loans to nonwhites who, though unable to meet 
prevailing credit standards, may nevertheless be good risks because 
of future potential. In New York City, for example, a number of 
banks pooled a considerable sum of money to be loaned on substandard 
properties in Harlem. 

One of the most important functions which both white and 
nonwhite civic groups could perform would be the establishment of a 
statewide central clearing house which would list properties avail
able for rental or purchase on a nondiscriminatory basis. On a local 
level, fair housing commissions in Bergen and Essex Counties now 
maintain listings of owners willing to sell regardless of race. 
With the continued growth of a nonwhite middle and professional 
class, such a listing would be valuable to industry as well as to 
individual citizens. 
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NO'l'ES: PART l - HOUSING 

l. As mentioned earlier, inadequate and segregated housing is also 
one of the c~uses of inadequate income and education, one arc 
of a vicious circle. 

2. See 4, 1961 U.S. Commission on Civil Rights Report 23. It is 
interesting that prior to World War II segregation in housing 
was more common in the North than in the South. Before that 
time there were a number of all-Negro areas in most southern 
towns, but there were also a significant number of racially 
mixed neighborhoods--such mixed neighborhoods were convenient 
at a time when most· -white families had a Negro cook and/or 
ma.id. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Hearings before the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, September 
ll-l2, 1962 (hereinafter referred to as the Newark Hearings) 
at 180. 

For evidence to the contrary see Luigi Laurenti, Property Values 
and Race (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1960). 
Specific testimony that Negroes do not "automatically" lower 
property valueswas given at the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights 
hearings in Newark, September l2, 1962. 

Newark Hearings 169-70. 

Id. at 2ll. 

7. Id. at 2l2. 

8. As to whether or not such subterfuges violate the State's civil 
rights statutes, the secretary-director of the New Jersey 
Real Estate Commission (the State agency empowered to license 
and supervise the activities of real estate brokers) has offered 
the opinion that such conduct does violate the real estate code. 
See especially 45 N.J.S.A. 15-17. 

9. Newark Hearings lo8. 

10. In the last few years these ceilings have been raised to a 
reasonable level in many developments, but the damage of segre
gation has already been done. 

ll. Newark Hearings ll5-l6. 

l2. Id. at l8l. 
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13. Id. at 167. 

14. See 18 N.J.S.A., ch. 25, especially 25-5(k). 

15. 18 N.J.S.A. 25-5(1)-(n); 18 N.J.S.A. 25-12, 

16. There have been a large number of such projects 
country. See Eunice and George Grier, ;...P_r_i..;..va_t_e--"-'<.......;..--;..;..c;.,;....-'-"' 
Inter-Racial Housing: An Analysis of Experience 

17. "The City and the Negro," Fortune, March 1962. 

18. The Metropolitan Area As A Racial Problem (1958). 

19, N.Y. Times, June 20, 1961, p. 35, col. l. 

20. Cf. Shellet v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. l (1948); Barrows v. Jackson, 
~6 U.S. 2 9 (1953). The unenforceability rule of Shelley 
and Barrows has been applied by a Federal district court in 
Illinois to include covenants intended to promote as well as 
prevent integrated housing. Pro~ress Development Corp. v. 
Mitchell, 182 F. Supp. 681 (1960. See also the California 
decision in Banks v. Housing Authority, 260 P. 2d 668 (Dist. 
Ct. App., l9~cert. denied, 347 U.S. 974 (1954). There are, 
however, very significant practical and legal differences 
between the two devices. For a development of this argument, 
see Abrams, Forbidden Nei bors: A Stu of Pre"udice in 
Housing (1955, especially chs. 22, 2; and Note, Benign 
Quotas: A Plan for Integrated Private Housing," 70 Yale L,J, 
l26 (1960). 

21. Especially 18 N.J.S.A. 25-4, 25-9-l, 25-12. 

22. Newark Hearings l07-o8, 

23. One feasible approach, though it would require new State 
legislation, might be a consent agreement somewhat analogous to 
that which the Anti-Trust Division of the Justice Department 
arranges with business firms allegedly violating the anti
trust laws. In an exchange of letters between the ·owner of 
the property involved (or his agent) and the Civil Rights 
Division, there could be spelled out an agreement previously 
worked out • This arrangement would set minimum and maximum 
limits within which an apartment building or set of private 
homes would be open to non-whites. These agreements would 
be filed with the superior court in the county in which the 
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housing was located and could be treated as approved by the 
court. The agreement would run for a limited number of years, 
and when renewal was requested the burden of proof to show 
that the quota was still fair and was in fact being observed 
would rest on the owner. In exchange fqr good faith compliance 
with the agreement, the State would promise not to prosecute 
for violation of open occupancy laws. Failure on the part of 
the owner to maintain the quota would be prima facie evidence 
of violation of the consent agreement and would be punishable 
as contempt of court. 

20 

PART ll. EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

1. Background 

Under New Jersey law it is an unlawful employment practice or 
unlawful discrimination: 

For an employer, because of the race, creed, color, 
national origin or ancestry, of an individual, or 
because of the liability for service in the armed 
forces of the United States, of any individual, to 
refuse to hire or employ or to bar or discharge from 
employment such individual or to discriminate against 
such individual in compensation or in terms, conditions 
or privileges of employment; however, it shall not be 
an unlawful employment practice to refuse to accept 
for employment an applicant who has received a notice 
of induction or orders to report for active duty in 
the armed forces.l 

If, upon all evidence at the hearings the commissioner 
shall find that the respondent has engaged in any 
unlawful employment practice or unlawful discrimination 
as defined in this act, the commissioner shall state his 
findings of fact and shall issue and cause to be served 
on such respondent an order requiring such respondent to 
cease and desist from such unlawful employment practice 
or unlawful discrimination and to take such affirmative 
action, including, but not limited to hiring, reinstate
ment or upgrading employees, with or without back pay, 
or restoration to membership in any respondent labor 
organization, or extending full and equal accommodations, 
advantages, facilities, and privileges to all persons, as, 
in the judgment of the commissioner, will effectuate the 
purpose of this act, and including a requirement for report 
on the manner of compliance.2 

In spite of the strong statutory prohibitive, the general employment 
situation for Negroes in New Jersey is far from satisfactory. This 
section of the Advisory Committee's report examines three major 
areas of employment, each one of which was studied by a Subcommittee 
on Employment at the suggestion of participants in the Committee's 
public meetings in Camden and Trenton. The three areas are: banking 
and insurance, industrial and r elated employment, and construction 
with public funds. The apprenticeship training program, the gateway 
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to a great deal of employment, is discussed in a subsequent part. 
In addition, since education and motivation are so often suggested 
as the root cause of some of the employment problems facing 
Negroes, attention was given by the Subcommittee to guidance 
counseling programs at the State and local levels. 

22 

2. Banking and Insurance 

The proportion of Negroes employed in banking and insurance in the 
Newark area is small: only 3 to 4 percent of total employees.3 
Although this pattern of Negro employment in Newark corresponds to 
figures given in testimony to the United States Commission on Civil 
Rights, there is reason to believe that this is not a statewide 
proportion. The Subcommittee found that while two Newark companies 
showed these percentages, one company in Trenton employed no Negroes 
at all. Furthermore, Adolf Holmes, industrial relati~ns secretary 
of the Urban League of Essex County, testified that: 

In coIIDnercial employment, with specific reference to the 
banking industry, of the approximately 4,000 employees 
in the Essex County banks, only 150 are Negroes, and all 
of these, except 3 or so who are tellers, the others 
either hold custodial, messenger, or menial task jobs. 
Seven of these banks do not employ any Negroes at all. 
The Urban League has on more than one occasion visited 
some of these banks on the subject of minority employ
ment with negative results. 

Dr. U. s. Wiggins, president of the Camden Branch, NAACP, also 
stated at the Advisory Committee's Camden meeting:5 

./JJn regard to employment, we have the same picture 
here we have in most other sections in the country. 
We have Negroes working, many of them, in R.C.A., 
in New York Shipyards, in Campbell Soup, in the big 
industries. Now, in the banks, they are practical&._ 
non-existent. We have maybe .one in two or three i..J:Ej 
the banks here. 

In addition to the low rate of employment, promotion for Negroes in 
both these financial fields extends only to the middle range--for 
example, to grade 7 in a scale of 12 grades. 

The reasons given by personnel managers for the low percentage 
of Negroes employed are as follows: (1) There are few Negro 
applicants; (2) recruiting is done through those presently employed 
(predominantly non-Negro), and from among their families and friends; 
(3) Negro applicants score below whites on the "Short Employment 
Test 11 ;6 (4) Negroes lack the necessary education; and (5) insuffi
cient guidance counseling results in lack of motivation among 
Negroes, and a high rate of school dropouts. 
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2. Banking and Insurance 
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The testimony of two personnel managers in the Newark 
hearings revealed an interesting difference in their employment 
practices. The percentage of Negroes employed was the same in 
both cases, and in each company, no Negro had reached further than 
the middle category of employment. But the less sympathetic per
sonnel manager had placed only two Negroes in the middle category 
and all the others in subsidiary positions such as janitors, drivers 
or messengers, whereas in the other firm, all Negro employees ranged 
from clerk to the middle of the employment scale. 

Both banking and insurance employment require at least a high 
school diploma and for the executive positions, which at present are 
not filled by Negroes, a college education. All personnel managers 
interviewed, both in Newark and Trenton, however, spoke of a shortage 
of male Negro high school graduates as compared to female Negro 
graduates, There is general opinion, moreover, that the relatively 
few Negro boys who graduate from high school have already overcome 
so many obstacles that they are more likely to go on to college for 
further education--and thus have better job qualifications--than to 
enter middle category positions with banking or insurance firms. 
According to the testimony given by Clement Cambon, Jr., vice 
president in charge of personnel, Fidelity Union Trust Company, at 
the Newark hearings, an accurate count of the number of Negroes 
cannot be given, because:7 

/jf/o records are kept. From observations, however, I 
can say that very few apply. The fact that few apply, 
coupled with the difficulty of finding qualified people 
for the job openings, accounts for the lack of Negroes 
in many job classifications. 

Mr. Cambon went on to -say that both lack of applicants and failure 
to qualify contributed to this situation. He admitted that posi
tions with his company" ••• do require some background, training, 
and experience in other jobs. There are relatively few that we 
call starting or beginning jobs where we take someone totally green 
into the bank. 118 He thought that other banks with more Negro 
employees than his were not quite as insistent that applicants be 
qualified. 

In refutation of Mr. Cambon's statement, Adolf Holmes of the 
Essex County Urban League testified that:9 

A survey of our records over ·the past 5 years, that is, 
1957 through 1961, reveals that approximately 3,000 
persons have registered [for assistanc_v with us. Of 
this number, over 2,000 are high school graduates and 
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have completed college, and some have gone on to post
graduate work. Fifteen hundred of the persons registered 
have resided in the Newark area for over 10 years. These 
person~ represent skills of varying degrees, ranging from 
the skilled to the professional occupations. The pertinence 
of this information ••• is to offset some testimony that 
there is a shortage of skilled nonwhite workers in the local 
area. 

_A~though there may not be unanimity on the availability of 
qualified Negroes for employment in banking or insurance, there is 
no_dou?t about the scarcity of their numbers presently working in 
this field. The picture in industrial employment while slightly 
different, is not much better. ' 
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3. Industrial and Related Employment 

Industrial employment was not separately studied by the Subcommittee 
but a glimpse of the situation was given by Charles Ashley, field 
representative, Division on Civil Rights, N. J. Department of 
Education, at the Camden meeting:10 

In the employment of minority groups in and around Camden, 
the picture runs the gamut from quite favorable to quite 
unfavorable. This picture in our judgment embraces not 
only employers but labor unions. The industrial concerns, 
by and large, present an image of fair employment practices. 
With notable exceptions such as in some of the smaller 
plants the industrial concerns and industrial unions 
adhere' to fair employment practices among the production 
workers. With respect to positions on the supervisory 
level, however, this picture is not so favorable and the 
reasons for the absence of Negro supervisory personnel 
seem to relate strongly toward race. Nevertheless, in 
respect to the employment of Negroes in industrial con
cerns the scene generally is good and promises to improve 
with the leadership of management and labor officials. 

Again, in Camden, where nonwhites are roughly 25 percent of 
the population, c. W. Myers, industrial relations officer for the 
New York Shipbuilding Corporation, stated that the percentage of 
nonwhites employed by the company "would be close to 25 percent, 
if not more." He added 11 

• • that better than 90 percent of the 
employees are represented by a union. 11 

Further information was provided by Abe Morganstern, research 
director for District 4 of the International Union of Electrical 
Workers in the Newark area, in a letter to the chairman of the 
Subcommittee on Employment of the New Jersey Advisory Committee: 

District 4, I.U.E., represents some 80,000 workers in 
several hundred shops in the New York-New Jersey Metro
politan Area. Together with factory workers, we repre
sent Engineers~ Technicians, Office Workers, and Business 
Machine Service and Repainnen. From the inception of the 
I.U.E., we have had No Discrimination clauses in our col
lective bargaining agreements. This is a firm policy of 
our union and it has been accepted by our employers. 
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Of our 78 locals:, the following have a membership 50 percent 
or more of whom are Negro and/or Puerto Rican workers: 

Local 407 
Local 4o8 
Local 413 
Local 415 
Local 422 

Local 424 
Local 431 
Local 438 
Local 439 
Local 446 

Local 480 
Local 485 
Local 493 

The following locals have a membership 25 to 45 percent 
of whose membership are Negro and/or Puerto Richan workers: 

Local 401 
Local 405 

Local 441 
Local 467 

Loeal 475 
Local 498 

In addition, at least two locals have a Negro and/or Puerto 
Rican membership of close to 20 percent. 

It would be a fair estimate to say that over 20,000--perhaps 
as many as 25,000--of our 80,000 members are either Negro 
or Puerto Rican. 

As of now, the presidents of Locals 413, 415, 431 and 480 
a~e Negro, while the presidents of Local 407 and Local 446 
are Puerto Rican. The vice presidents of at least four 
of our locals are Negroes. Most of our locals have other 
Negroes and Puerto Rican officers or members of their 
executive committees. 

In contrast to the I.U.E. 's story of successful integration 
was the testimony of Boyd Jackson, steward of Teamsters Union 
Local 676, at the Camden meeting. Mr. Jackson said that while 
the president of his local was sympathetic to the job aspirations 
of the Negro members (he estimated approximately ~,000 of a total 
of 7,000 teamsters in South Jersey to be Negro), union practices 
hardly reflected equality of opportunity. Jackson said he had 
been trying to persuade the president, John Greeley, to place 
some Negro girls in the union's ma.in office in Camden, to hire a 
Negro business agent for the office (there is one Negro business 
agent in one of the other South Jersey offices), and to get some 
Negro delegates for the union. It was hardly appropriate for the 
main office to have an all-white staff, Jackson felt. When he was 
asked why there had not been a complaint about the situation in the 
union offices to the Division on Civil Rights, Jackson said an 
investigation had recently been initiated. 

Mr. Jackson himself is employed by Moore's Trucking as a truck 
driver, a company to which he attributed fair hiring practices. 
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With other companies, things are .not as good. According to Mr. 
Jackson, the Negro drivers can generally be found on:ll 

./J!Jhat we call our bad jobs--I mean you work here so long, 
then they lay you off ••• some of ./J,he companie~7 have 
quite a few working, but I mean when you get to these good 
jobs, they can't get any •••• You see they put the men's 
names down on a list--a company can request for a man he 
wants and they can use them, but when a company do not 
request for a man, he's supposed to send a man as he comes 
up, but see sometimes--a company will call up and say, 
don't send me a Negro driver. /Jhe local presiden!7 has 
sent guys on jobs, but ••. the company refuses them 
because they are Negroes and they send them back to the 
Union Hall. But ./J,he presiden!7 has ma.de them give a 
day's pay, which I told him h~ , should send the men and 
send them back again instead q1 •:sending a white guy on 
the job, or either put a picket around that place ••• 

Jackson said a number of the local trucking companies had 
denied opportunities to Negro drivers.12 

R.C.A. to me is not too good. We have one Negro driver-
been there for nine years •••• That's one of the best 
trucking jobs in Camden or anywhere in New Jersey. A lot 
of guys have been there, but couldn't get jobs. We have 
Hess Oil Company that runs out of Pennsauken--they have 
all these gas stations just put up--a Negro hasn't got a 
job there driving. And there's quite a few other trucking 
companies. There's Moon's Carriers--they don't have no 
Negro drivers. The only Negroes we have in there is 
Negroes that drive their own equipment and drive their 
own--we call that the gypsy hauler •••• but for employees 
in the company we don't have any. • • • Moore's was the 
only one who would supply Negro drivers. 

Jackson said there are no Negroes driving milk trucks, bread 
trucks, soft drink or beer trucks, or on any jobs involving 
customer contact. Drivers who are sent out for a job and refused 
because of race, may simply keep quiet about it; some may tell 
Jackson. Jackson's only recourse has been to his local union 
president. He has not taken these IJBtters to the Civil Rights 
Division. 

In general, therefore, racial discrimination does not present a 
problem in industrial employment. There are, however, notable excep
tions, among them Teamsters Union Local 676 in Camden. The extent 
of discrimination in that local's practices and policies more clearly 
parallels the grave situation found by the Advisory Committee to 
exist in the area of public construction. 
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4. Construction with Public Funds 

The construction of all public buildings in New Jersey is covered 
by very specific regulations concerning the number of contractors, 
materials, etc. There is also a clause to the effect that all 
contracts "for or on behalf of the State or any county or munici
pality ••• for the construction, alteration or repair of any 
public building or public work ••• shall contain provisions by 
which the contractor agrees that: 'In the hiring ••. for the 
performance of work under this contract or any subcontract here
under, ••• no contractor, nor any person acting on behalf of 
such contractor or subcontractor, shall by reason of race, creed, 
color, nat:ionaJ. origin, or ancestry, discriminate against aey ••• who 
is qualified and available to perform the work to which the employ
ment relates •••• No contractor, subcontractor, nor any person 
on his behalf shall, in any manner, discriminate against or intim
idate any employee ••• the performance of work under this 
contract ••• on account of race, creed, color, national origin, 
or ancestry. '" 

This has been the law for many years. Nevertheless, it is true 
that building after building has been constructed in New Jersey, 
sometimes with Federal funds as well as State, county or municipal 
funds, with not one Negro employed above the laborer level. In 
fact, in many cases, all the common laborers are Negroes and all 
the skilled workmen are white. 

According to Charles Ashley, field representative, Div;i.sion 
on Civil Rights, New Jersey Department of Education:13 

ff}he employment situation with respect to minority 
groups in the construction field, with control exerted 
by the craft unions, is almost completely negative. 
In all fairness this is a situation peculiar not only 
to the Camden area but throughout the entire state. 
Nevertheless, in Camden and surrounding areas, with 
which we are here concerned, the situation is fla
grantly oppressive. There are, in fact, no or very, 
very few union affiliated Negro bricklayers, plumbers, 
carpenters, iron workers, pipefitters, electricians, 
cement finishers, or plasterers, to mention some of 
the crafts. 
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There are some Negro nonunion workers ~ired as carpenters, 
bricklayers and plumbers--mainly concentrated in the 
construction of housing developments. 

In contrast the employment of Negro workers in the 
construction field is almost totally as laborers. 
Even further there are practi~ally no white laborers 
employed in the construction. 

Many of the nonunion contractors do hire Negro labor, but 
when one of these is a successful bidder, the rest of the unions 
involved in the construction walk off the job. When prisons and 
court houses and public housing projects have to be built, this 
can present an almost insurmountable difficulty. 

Unionization of the construction field is quite extensive. 
In testimony before the Commission, Louis Vehling, business manager, 
Local 52, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, indicated 
the degree of this unionization:14 

The area over which Local 52 has jurisdiction is Essex 
County, N. J. The extent of unionization varies with 
the nature of the work. Thus, as to small house con
struction and repair, this work is almost 100 percent 
nonunion in Essex County. 

As to new construction of industrial and commercial 
nature, the industry is probably 80 percent unionized. 
As to alterations and repairs of industrial and com
mercial buildings, I would estimate that this work is 
between 40 and 50 percent unionized. 

William F. Confroy, business representative, Plumbers Union 
Local 24 also testified to the strong position of unions in the 
construction field:15 

We can speak only for our own area, and then only in round 
figures. We have jurisdiction over Essex County, except 
for the Oranges, Livingston, and Maplewood. In this 
area, to the best of my knowledge, we do all of the 
new construction work in industrial and commercial 
buildings, but practically none of the jobbing work. 
It is impossible for me to estimate the number of non
union plumbers in this area. 

Charles Sullivan, director of the State Office of Purchasing 
and Property, who was interviewed by two members of the Subcommittee, 
said that the overwhelming proportion of all State construction in 
New Jersey was done by union labor. 
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The testimony at the Newark hearings showed that in the 
building trades some unions have few, if any, Negro members. F~r 
example, Mr. Vehling of the International Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workers, stated before the Commission in Newark: 16 

Certainly we don't practice discrimination. We presently 
have one Negro member •••• Our membership at the pre
sent time, I believe is 759. 

Romeo Jensen, business representative of Ironworkers Local 11, 
which has 385 members, testified along similar lines: 17 

We have no Negroes in our union, and the reason is nobody 
has applied, to my knowledge. I don't believe in_any 
discrimination of any sort. I have a job to fulfill. 
There are more men than jobs. 

Plumbers Union Local 24, has no Negroes among its 
members. According to ConfrQy, "The reason for this is 
never had any applicants." ltl 

475 to 500 
we have 

The question of who does the hiring and who, therefore, is 
responsible for the absence of Negro employees is the su?j~c~ of 
some disagreement. Field representative Ashley of the Division 
on Civil Rights stated at the Camden meeting: 1~ 

When one realizes that the craft unions function almost 
entirely as the only labor source for contractors, the 
responsibility rests squarely upon their adhered policy 
of de facto discrimination against Negro applicants for 
membership. 

Although the Commission received slightly conflicting testimony 
regarding the relative responsibility of contractors and unions, 
there appears to oe little doubt that unions have the sole power 
of hiring where hiring hall agreements exist. 

During the Newark hearing, Louis Vehling of the IBEW and 
William F. Confroy of the Plumbers Union were asked to comment on 
the contractors' contention that the unions are fully responsible 
for hiring practices under all hiring hall agreements. Vehling 
stated: 20 

I can only speak for my own union. We certainly could 
not blame the employer for a condition that exists as 
it is today. Certainly it is not the employer. He 
calls for a certain number of men. They go through 
the hiring hall. He has a right to reject them or to 
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employed in the construction. 
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the nature of the work. Thus, as to small house con
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It is impossible for me to estimate the number of non
union plumbers in this area. 

Charles Sullivan, director of the State Office of Purchasing 
and Property, who was interviewed by two members of the Subcommittee, 
said that the overwhelming proportion of all State construction in 
New Jersey was done by union labor. 
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The testimony at the Newark hearings showed that in the 
building trades some unions have few, if any, Negro members. F~r 
example, Mr. Vehling of the International Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workers, stated before the Commission in Newark: 16 

Certainly we don't practice discrimination. We presently 
have one Negro member •••• Our membership at the pre
sent time, I believe is 759. 

Romeo Jensen, business representative of Ironworkers Local 11, 
which has 385 members, testified along similar lines: 17 
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has applied, to my knowledge. I don't believe in_any 
discrimination of any sort. I have a job to fulfill. 
There are more men than jobs. 

Plumbers Union Local 24, has no Negroes among its 
members. According to ConfrQy, "The reason for this is 
never had any applicants." ltl 

475 to 500 
we have 

The question of who does the hiring and who, therefore, is 
responsible for the absence of Negro employees is the su?j~c~ of 
some disagreement. Field representative Ashley of the Division 
on Civil Rights stated at the Camden meeting: 1~ 
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responsibility rests squarely upon their adhered policy 
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membership. 
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William F. Confroy of the Plumbers Union were asked to comment on 
the contractors' contention that the unions are fully responsible 
for hiring practices under all hiring hall agreements. Vehling 
stated: 20 

I can only speak for my own union. We certainly could 
not blame the employer for a condition that exists as 
it is today. Certainly it is not the employer. He 
calls for a certain number of men. They go through 
the hiring hall. He has a right to reject them or to 
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give them a trial and fire them, no matter whether 
they're Negroes or white8\., put certainly in my case 
the employer cannot be blamed for this condition as 
it exists today. 

Confroy added:21 

Well,speaking for Local 24, we have no hiring hall. 
We have more of a referral hall. If an employer wants 
to employ five men and he knows five men are out of 
work, he can employ them the next morning because all 
they do is report to our local that they have gone to 
work for this employer. 

We do not have a hiring hall. They do not have to come 
to the hall. They are privileged to go out and get 
their own jobs at any time, and we have no hiring hall. 

The selection process is•a principle hurdle for the Negro. 
According to Vehling: "These matters are not within my authority. 
My authority is to place applicants to work. My executive board 
has full authority as to who is to be taken into the local union. 11 22 

Jensen said: "We have an executive board that hears all these 
applicants, which [siiJ have to be sponsored by two persons. I 
haven't the right to sponsor anybody. 11 23 

Confroy added: "It is up to the local union members, after a 
boy applies for his job, for membership. 11 24 

Questioning of Vehling, Jensen, and Confroy at Newark, revealed 
further that the unions limit their memberships to what they con
sider to be the reasonable requirements of the trade, and refuse 
to take in more members than can conveniently be occupied. Mr. 
Confroy said the plumbers do this through control of the size of 
the apprenticeship program. "It all depends on the demand for 
the men in the trade. 11 25 

The execution of such a policy raises doubts as to the 
effectiveness of the clauses barring racial discrimination in the 
constitutions of these unions. 

The following account related in confidence to a Committee 
member illustrates the extent to which such a clause may be 
controverted: 

In one city, in December 1962, three Negro workmen were 
employed by agreement in the construction of a federally supported 
project, after considerable negotiation with one of the unions 
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concerned. These three men are now enjoying for the first time 
steady employment at the high rate of over $5 an hour. They have 
been employed for many months, but always on a temporary basis, with 
periodic layoffs to ensure their temporary status. They are paying 
10 percent of their gross wages to the union and are eager to join. 
They have been denied union admission, however, on the grounds that, 
although obviously qua1ified to do the work, they have not gone 
through the apprentice training course. When they asked union 
officials whether three younger Negroes, who had done preliminary 
work in the trade, might enter the apprentice training program, 
they were told that no apprentices were being taken on. 

The end of discrimination in public construction alone would 
widen the employment horizon for thousands of Negroes. It would 
provide the incentive for young Negroes still in school, still 
facing their training. Four ways have been suggested to achieve 
equal employment in this field: 

1. Allowing union membership to anyone who can pass a 
qualifying examination administered by the State, making admission 
by election unlawful when that procedure can be used to bar a man 
from making a livelihood. Similar proposals have been ma.de as far 
as Realtor Boards are concerned and Mr. Thomas Dunn, president, 
AFL-CIO, Mercer County, said at the Trenton meeting that unionism 
would not, in his opinion, be harmed if objective examinations were 
the door to membership. 

2. Including in all public contracts a clause providing for 
nondiscriminatory hiring of at least one apprentice or trainee 
for every 5 journeymen employed. 

3. William F. Confroy, of the Plumbers Union, Local 24, 
ma.de the following suggestion i~ his testimony to the Federal 
Commission Hearings in Newark:26 

.•. It has been a long standing policy of our union 
that the plumbing contractors have the complete freedom 
to hire or discharge our member-journeymen as they may 
desire without the approval of the union. Also, all 
journeymen have complete freedom to seek jobs from any 
employer. We do not run a hiring hall. This freedom 
could well be extended to the hiring of apprentices as 
well. Thus, it would be in the exclusive province of 
the employer to start any and all apprentices, subject 
only to the requirement that all apprentices must attend 
school at the Essex County Vocational School taking the 
necessary course in plumbing work. If they should prove 
acceptable at the end of the 4- or 5-month probationary 
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period, as reported by the teachers and the employers, the 
union would fully cooperate by issuing them their UA books 
so that they would be able to secure employment with other 
contractors in the event they may be laid off at any time. 

We recognize the need of securing placement of Negroes in 
skilled trades and will be glad to cooperate to the full 
extent of our ability. 

4. Paul J. Brienza, managing director, ~ild~IJg Contractors' 
Association of New Jersey, had another suggestion: 7 

••. The association is most willing to cooperate with 
the factfinding duties of the Civil Rights Commission 
and will support any guidelines formulated by statute 
or otherwise to treat any problem found necessary of 
correction in our industry. 

It is our considered judgment that a course delineated 
by Government, based upon a sound consideration of ali 
the facts involved, is the only way to meet any improper 
employment practices, if found to exist. Obviously, if 
this be the case, any procedures or statutory provisions 
enacted can only meet with success if properly enforced. 

Thomas Dtmn, president of AFL-CIO, Mercer County, felt that 
it would be helpful to have more directives from international 
unions to the district locals. 

GUIDANCE COUNSELING 

The major problem regarding Negro employment is lack of motivation. 
Until this problem is tackled vigorously and frankly, it will not 
disappear. Perhaps one reason that motivation among Negroes is low 
is that the parents of Negro children have been discriminat ed 
against with the result that these children never have an example 
immediately before them to encourage training for such employment. 
Furthermore, the school dropout rate, particularly in high schools 
is high.2~ This means that the future unemployment of the Neg:o 
child in our technical econonzy- is almost as sured. Also, vocational 
schools have been stigmatized in the eyes of Negro parents. Thus 
the need for some kind of vocational guidance appears paramount. 

The only approach, however, t o t he problem of incent ive i s 
through the guidance counseling program, s ince public authorities 
have difficulty entering the home environment except through 
welfare measures.29 In New J er sey, there a r e about 1,300 guidance 
counselors, including part- as well as full- t ime counsel or s .30 
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The New Jersey State Department of Education established the 
criteria which qualify guidance counselors for certification. But, 
once a guidance counselor is certified, there is no more direction 
from the Department, even though the State pays for part of his 
salary. Although the importance of job placement is emphasized 
during the training of a guidance counselor, neither the State 
Department of Labor and Industry nor the Division on Civil Rights 
has issued instructions to guidance counselors concerning employ
ment difficulties encountered by Negroes and other minority groups. 
In many schools, there are too few counselors to permit the kind of 
individual attention, which, if given through the last 6 years of 
schooling, might provide some of the motivation and quasi-parental 
advice in which the Negro child is often lacking. Furthermore, 
they rarely expend effort to secure for Negroes opportunities which 
might be limited by union or employer discrimination. Finally, the 
absence of any statewide program for guidance counseling means that 
in some places there is no program which goes much further than an 
effort to find jobs for those in the graduating high school senior 
class. Guidance is given to those who, by staying in school, have 
demonstrated that they are not as desparately in need of help as 
the students who fail to finish the course. If the Negro in New 
Jersey is to have an equal opportunity with other citizens, a 
concerted effort in both education and guidance must be made to 
put each Negro child on an equal footing with other children. In 
short, rising welfare costs and the tragic statistics of crime and 
r ecidivism necess i t ate an unprecedented endeavor to correct the 
deteriorating s i t uation. 

The role of the guidance counselor is being studied both at 
the State and national level, and the Department of Education is 
analyzing job placement procedures and the liaison between guidance 
counselors and the personnel recruiters of private industry. These 
studies should produce s ome clarification of the subject, but unless 
New Jersey revises its law to allow including notations of race on 
public records, it is hard to see how they can be made directly 
useful to the Negro community. 

THE LEAGUERS 

The program for youth operated by The Leaguers seems in many ways 
the most hopeful development in the whole State. The Leaguers are 
a nonprofit organization organized and staffed by Negroes working 
primarily with Negro children of junior high school and high school 
age in Newark. The honorary chairman is Dr. Mason W. Gross, 
president of Rutgers, the State University; the boards of honorary 
co-chairman and vice cha irmen a r e composed of both white and Negro 
members. The founder and leader is Mrs. Mary Burch. 
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The Leaguers are working with a cross section of Negro 
youngsters--some from good homes who wish to improve their oppor
tunities, some from underprivileged homes, some who are predelinquent 
or delinquent, and some who have recently arrived from the South and 
are almost illiterate. In the l3 years since its founding, 4,500 
have gone through The Leaguers' program, and 125 are currently 
enrolled. In order to join, each child I!RlSt give l hour of work a 
week to some philanthropic, civic, or religious organization, I!Rlst 
be interested in further training and I!RlSt stay in school. 

The Leaguers have worked hard to encourage children with 
academic and professional ambitions. Scholarships are obtained for 
children whose parents cannot afford tuition, but they have found 
that lack of motivation more than any other factor is holding back 
the Negro. 

The Leaguers have no paid staff. This is one of the keys to 
the success of the organization. The children are told that they 
I!Rlst volunteer their work and, in turn, they are taught and guided 
by Negroes who have volunteered to help them. They see competent and 
highly respected Negroes who have ma.de a successful life in the com
I!Rlility, which seems to give them a sense of pride and identification. 

BLACK MUSLIM3 

Against the hopeful and constructive picture of The Leaguers' 
program, there is an organization known as the Black Muslims, which 
is a product--and in some ways, a measure--of the seriousness of the 
present racial situation in New Jersey. Dr. Henri M. Yaker, a former 
director of psychology, now psychological consultant, in the New 
Jersey State Prison, says in regard to the Muslim movement, that: 

ff]he stage of obscure Negro cultism ffias passed and 
that the movemenf/ is currently fanning itself out in 
new aggressive forms under a variety of able and mili
tant lieutenants. Dedicated to the concept of black 
supremacy as an immediate solution to the American 
Negroes' problem of dispossession and discrimination, 
it advocates an aggressive racist policy.3l 

Dr. Yaker warns that "the movement at present has not shown its 
hand as an American Mau Mau terrorist group, but this possibility 
cannot be ruled out." At present, in New Jersey, at least, the 
Muslims stress group discipline, but as Dr. Yaker has said, a change 
of leadership might turn the membership into "a Frankenstein monster." 
Not all authorities take such a serious view of the Muslim movement, 
but all agree that the forces it draws upon are the anguish and the 
impatience of the Negro community. 

5. Conclusions 

The Negro in New Jersey is caught in a combination of circumstances-
stemming both from past and present conditions--from which it is dif
ficult to escape. Although some avenues of employment have opened 
for him in the last lO years, many are still closed and the uncer
tainty in his own mind acts to weaken his ambition. Many young 
Negroes come from homes that have never been based on a steady, well
paid job. Although some Negroes have risen completely above these 
conditions by the force of their own talent and energy, and although 
there is a large and increasing group of well-established profes
sional men and women, it is nevertheless true that for the great 
numbers of Negroes the situation is so deperate that a concerted 
effort on the part of society is required in order to place the 
Negro on a footing of equal opportunity. 

There are many hopeful developments which demonstrate that such 
an effort could bring about excellent results. There are many unions, 
for example, which have proved by their enlightened and nondiscrim
inatory policies that Negroes can work well, side by side with other 
Americans. There are many employers who are obviously trying to be 
more than passive. There are in some cities comprehensive guidance 
counseling programs which, if strictly followed, would certainly 
produce results. There is, in addition, "The Leaguers" program, a 
soundly established self-help program, which may well prove to be 
one of the most important contributions to the solution of the pro
blem. Also, the rising standard of public opinion concerning fair 
employment; the rising income level, which will increase the eco
nomic force of the Negro coI111IDJ.nity; and the excellent experience 
that most businesses have had with Negro employees should all com
bine to bring about a better employment climate for Negroes. 

It is nevertheless true that too many employers are merely 
passive, willing to accept the qualified Negro, but not to seek him 
out; willing to continue to hire a small proportion of Negroes for 
positions which are established as "suitable" for Negroes, but not 
deliberately to seek out the Negro who might be able to fill a posi
tion of higher responsibility, salary, and prestige. And undoubtedly 
there are too many employers who deliberately exclude Negroes. 

The same is true of unions. Too many unions, particularly 
those in the highly skilled, highly paid trades, regard their 
respective trades as the personal property of the existing member
ship, a monopoly over which they have absolute control. Backed by 
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bine to bring about a better employment climate for Negroes. 

It is nevertheless true that too many employers are merely 
passive, willing to accept the qualified Negro, but not to seek him 
out; willing to continue to hire a small proportion of Negroes for 
positions which are established as "suitable" for Negroes, but not 
deliberately to seek out the Negro who might be able to fill a posi
tion of higher responsibility, salary, and prestige. And undoubtedly 
there are too many employers who deliberately exclude Negroes. 

The same is true of unions. Too many unions, particularly 
those in the highly skilled, highly paid trades, regard their 
respective trades as the personal property of the existing member
ship, a monopoly over which they have absolute control. Backed by 
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the power of the Federal and State laws which guarantee their posi
tion some of these unions exclude all Negroes, by denying admis
sion to the union, no matter how qualified the applicant, on the 
grounds that entrance can only .be through the apprentice training 
program, and then denying access to the apprentice training program 
on the grounds that the charter is closed. 

The combination of the passive employer and the union Jealouszy 
guarding its privileges is a deadzy one as far as the Negro is con
cerned. Some employers have a relationship with their unions that 
they describe as a "happy famizy." The fact that. the unions do not 
allow a Negro to join does not trouble them. They would not want 
to jeopardize the happy relationship to help any specific Negro or 
the Negro employment problem in general. Other employers are in a 
state of suspended war with their unions and would not consider 
risking any further trouble by intervening on t.he Negroes' behalf. 
The Taft-Hartley law, with its provision that a union shop employer 
does the hiring and that the.employee must join the union after 30 
days, would seem to put the responsibility for the exclusion of 
Negroes clearly on the shoulders of the employer, but the fact is 
that in many cases, this law does not appzy or is not observed. 
Many employers and many unions work together the year round, year 
after year, with no Negroes employed except in the lowest-paid and 
most menial positions. 

When this is the situation in the expenditure of private f'undsJ 
it is bad enough, but when this same condition exists in the expen
diture of public f'unds--public monies to which the poorest Negro 
has contributed his share in taxes--then the injustice reaches 
intolerable proportions. Too often, government officials ignore 
their responsibility to see that public monies are spent with some 
regard for the fair employment of all citizens. Frequently, when 
the exclusion of Negroes is brought to the attention of public 
officials, the answer is that laws against discrimination exist, 
and that anyone whose rights have been transgressed can sue for 
redress. But this places the entire burden of law enforcement 
upon those least able to bear the weight and least well trained 
to understand how the load must be born. 

The Negroes of New Jersey have been facing this situation all 
their lives. It has conditioned their thinking, limited their 
horizons, and deprived them of a fair share in the rising pros
perity of the State. Increasingly, they have been herded together 
in the decaying centers of our largest cities. Many of those who 
have come crowding into the cities are semi-literate or illiterate. 
Employment discrimination has prevented them from acquiring the 
means to improve their condition and that of their children. 

This outline of some of the aspects of Negro employment in New 
Jersey is not in any iense a comprehensive one. The problems that 
face society are the responsibility of the whole society. Neither 
employers nor unions nor public officials of the State can be 
accused of any specific negligence of civil rights which is not 
common to our sociecy as a whole. In fact, one often feels that 
these men of predominantzy good will are caught in the system in 
much the same way as the Negro. The problem is that few of them 
see the situation in its entirety. Each is accustomed to the con
ditions that exist in his own area of responsibility--so accustomed 
that he does not recognize them as unjust and never sees them as 
part of a tragic and vicious whole. Without our knowing it, against 
the expressed ideals of our State and National Constitutions, and 
perhaps even against the conception which the citizens of New Jersey 
have of their society, this system has developed over the years. 
And, although there is great improvement in some areas, the problems 
are multipzying far more quickly than the solutions. 
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6. Employment Recommendations 

1. Public Construction.--Federal and State legislation should 
be passed and/or executive orders issued forbidding the expenditure 
of public money without solid evidence that existing clauses against 
discrimination have been honored. The presence of a reasonable, not 
a token, number of nonwhites and Puerto Ricans should be accepted as 
evidence of compliance, with the proviso that all workers in the 
same job category should enjoy the same rights, privileges, and con
ditions of employment . If the public contracting agency signs a 
contract involving union labor, it should not accept as evidence of 
compliance with antidiscrimination regulations the practice of 
issuing permits to nonwhites and Puerto Ricans who are qualified to 
do the work but not allowed to join the union. 

In the absence of a reasonable number of nonwhite or Puerto 
Rican workers in any job category, proof of genuine efforts to 
obtain such qualified persons shall be submitted to the head of the 
contracting agency in the case of Federal construction or to the 
director of the Division on Civil Rights in the case of State con
struction. It would facilitate matters if some informal liaison 
could be worked out between the State director and appropriate 
Federal agency chiefs to coordinate computation of what constitutes 
a reasonable proportion of nonwhites and Puerto Ricans. 

Insofar as State construction is concerned, the director of the 
Division on Civil Rights should determine what constitutes a reason
able rrumber of nonwhites and Puerto Ricans by weighing such factors 
as the proportion of minority groups in the local population and the 
nature of the work involved. The director's decision as to a 
reasonable number should be final if supported by substantial 
evidence. 

Responsibility for insuring compliance with such regulations 
should rest with the public contracting agency. Signing a. contract 
without evidence of compliance should subject the responsible officer 
to dismissal. 

2. Private Employment.--New Jersey fair employment legislation 
should be amended to require private employers not doing business 
with the State to hire a reasonable number of nonwhites and Puerto 
Ricans. Again, the decision of the director of the Division on 
Civil Rights as to a reasonable number should be final if supported 
by substantial evidence. 

4o 

3. Guidance Counseling. - -Guidance counselors should be 
directed by the State Department of Education to include a study 
of the apprenticeship and employment opportunities for minority 
group members in their counseling work. Through memoranda sent by 
the department at regular intervals, counselors should be kept aware 
of changes in the apprenticeship and employment situation . They 
should notify the Division on Civil Rights of any difficulties that 
seem to have a base in discrimination . 
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NOTES: PART 2 - EMPLOYMENT 

l. 18 N.J.S.A. 25-12. 

2. 18 N.J.S.A. 25-17. 

3. Opportunities for Negro women in banking and insurance should 
be especially plentiful inasmuch as from 60 to 75 percent of 
the total employment is female. 

4. See testimony of Clement Cambon, Jr., vice president in charge 
of personnel of Fidelity Union Trust Company, Hearings before 
the United States Commission on Civil Ri hts, Newark 47-49 
Sept. ll-12, 19 2 . Hereinafter referred to as Newark 

Hearings.) 

5. Unpublished transcript of open meeting of the New Jersey 
Advisory Committee, Camden, New Jersey, Oct. 15, 1962. 
(Hereinafter referred to as Camden Meeting Transcript.) 

6. Tests usually are a hurdle for Negroes to overcome. More 
specifically, the I.Q. tests given school age children pre
suppose a background of culture and experience, which is often 
far beyond the reach of the deprived urban Negro. In spite of 
this, tests play an important role in job qualifications. The 
"Short Employment Test 0 is used by employers in New Jersey. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

ll. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

In addition, the United States Employment Service in New Jersey 
conducts a 3-hour test, "The General Aptitude Test Battery," 
by invitation of the various schools throughout the State. 

Newark Hearings 43. 

Id. at 44. 

Id. at ll. 

Camden Meeting Transcript. 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

Newark Hearings 59. 

Id. at 63. 
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16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

Id. at 66. 

Id. at 61. 

Id. at 62. 

Camden Meeting Transcript. 

Newark Hearings 

Ibid. 

Id. at 58. 

Id. at 61. 

Id. at 62. 

Id. at 75. 

Id. at 65. 

Id. at 68-69. 

71. 

In Newark for example, where over 60 percent of the school 
children ~re Negro, 33 percent of those enrolled in the final 
four grades failed to graduate in 1962. Special studies of the 
dropout problem are in progress, according to Dr. Charles J. 
Tabler, consultant in guidance and testing, Department of 
Education, but the special problems of Negro dropouts are not 
being considered. The reason for this is probably New Jersey's 
law against keeping records by race. 

Accordingly, it might be wise to study welfare practices and 
policies in the light' of an overall program. 

Eight-hundred and fifty of these guidance counselors are 
members of the Personnel and Guidance Association. 

Welfare Reporter 158 (Oct. 1962). 
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'PART m. APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING 

1. Background 
With unskilled job openings steadily diminishing and with the 
increasing need for skilled workers accepted everywhere as axiomatic, 
apprenticeship training has become one of the ma.in averrues to union 
membership and to employment. It is particularly striking, there
fore, to note that in 1961 apprenticeship training enrollment in New 
Jerse1 had fallen to 3,600 from a high point of nearly 8,000 in 
1948. Perhaps one factor contributing to the low enrollment rate 
is the fact that Negroes have systematically been discouraged in 
their attempts to enter apprenticeship training programs in the 
State. This section of the New Jersey Advisory Committee report 
examines evidence of discrimination in union membership and appren
ticeship training, and attempts to discern ways by which the Negro 
may soon partake fully in the benefits provided by both programs. 

The preliminary study of the apprenticeship training program 
which was included in the 1961 report of the New Jersey Advisory' 
Committee to the United States Commission on Civil Rights, forms 
the background of this survey of the problem. The report reads as 
follows:2 

The apprenticeship training program in New Jersey involves 
two separate governmental agencies: The Federal Bureau of 
Apprenticeship and Training, which promotes apprenticeship 
in New Jersey; and the New Jersey Department of Education, 
Vocational Division, which approves the establishments in 
which training is given and provides related instruction 
through local technical-vocational schools. Neither agency 
can control admission into the program and neither assists 
individuals in finding apprenticeship openings. Of the 
3,975 apprentices enrolled in the New Jersey program in 
1960, only 14, or less than one-half of one percent, were 
nonwhite. This is particularly striking -when one considers 
that the total vocational school enrollment was 30,000 
(including approximately 4,000 apprentices), and that of 
those outside the apprenticeship program, about 30 percent 
were nonwhites. 

The situation had not improved in October 1962, when the New 
Jersey Advisory Committee conducted an open meeting in Camden. 
Charles Ashley, field representative, Division on Civil Rights, New 
Jersey Department of Education, described the importance of the 
apprentice program and the difficulties Negroes experience in 
entering it.3 
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There are usually only two ways to enter the craft unions-
through apprentice programs administered by the unions, or 
by admissi0n as a journeyman as a result of a qualifying 
test given by a examining board. 

The fact ·. that there are only 14 Negro apprentices out of 
approximately 3,900 in the State of New Jersey attests to 
the exclusion of Negroes from the program. Invariably 
this apprentice program in the craft unions is open only 
to relatives of employers or to relatives of members of 
the union. Thus, it is easily seen that since Negroes 
are hardly ever union members their chances of partici
pating in the apprentice programs are almost nonexistent. 

In other words, a little over one-third of one percent of the 
total number of apprentices in New Jersey are Negro. If the per
centage of Negroes participating in apprenticeship programs were 
comparable to the percentage of Negroes in the State--around 12 
percent--there would be about 30 times as many Negro apprentices 
than there are at present.4 

In his testimony before the United States Commission on Civil 
Rights, in Newark, Adolph Holmes, industrial relations secretary, 
Urban League of Essex County, commented on the two most common 
reasons--discussed in greater detail later in this report--why 
Negroes have not participated on their own initiative in the 
State's apprenticeship program:5 

One of the usual routes to membership in the local union 
is through apprenticeship training. The question is 
raised, then, as to why Negroes do not enter such programs. 
I would like to suggest two reasons why they do not: namely, 
one, information regarding openings and examinations is not 
normally disseminated to the Negro comrmmity; second, many 
times an apprentice must be recommended by a union member. 
As a consequence, it is obvious that few, if any Negroes 
ever had the opportunity to apply for apprentice training. 

Holmes went on to report that the Urban League has contacted 
the various craft and building trade unions in his county and 
informed them of an available supply of Negroes who are qualified 
to go into their apprentice programs. Accorcling to Holmes, though, 
"they give the reason that the time is not right or many of the other 
reasons that you hear as to why 'We cannot do it at this time. 111 6 

Thus, although apprenticeship training plays a significant role 
in the overall employment situation, statistics plainly demonstrate 
that its benefits today are still limited to whites only. The next 
chapter will examine the detrimental effects of such discrimination 
on the Negro's job aspirations and opportunities. 
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2. Significance of Apprenticeship Training 

Apprenticeship training occupies a pivotal position both in gaining 
union membership and in procuring skilled employment. Discrimination 
in either of these two areas means that the Negro is deprived of the 
advantages which may be reaped by his white counterpart. 

Louis Vehling, business manager, Local 52, International 
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, told the Commission about the 
importance of apprenticeship training for securing admission into 
his union: 7 

Methods of becoming a member are as follows: (1) Through 
the apprenticeship program. This is the usual and almost 
the exclusive method, although others are theoretically 
available and occasionally used. It is a practice in the 
union that qualified sons' of members are given preference; 
approximately 50 percent of the apprentices who are 
initiated into membership are sons of members. 

Willialll. F. Confroy, business representative, Plumbers Union 
Local 24, testified to this same point:8 

The procedure for becoming a /ynioE.7 member varies. The 
most usual is through the apprenticeship program. However, 
when we sign up a new employer, we accept his employees 
into membership. 

It is difficult, however, for Negroes to enter apprenticeship 
training programs and thus gain admission into a union. Elijah 
Perry, Negro city councilman in Camden, told the Committee of his 
efforts to invade the pipefitter's union through its apprenticeship 
program:9 

As far as the Pipefitter's Union is concerned, I know 
there are no Negroes in the apprentice program .•.• 
When I called for an appointment, there was no iroblem 
in getting one. There hadn't been any Jftegroe!!,./ before, 
you see, and I understand that no one has attempted to try 
and invade that union •.. they ffinion7 have a committee-
apprentice--who selects young men who are to become appren
tices and if you can invade that committee, it's pretty sure 
we can get someone in. So I was trying to get them to accept 
someone. 
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Perry concluded his comment by saying that "it's going t o be quite 
a job getting men into the Pipefitter's Union ••• because the 
skill--there are not too many who have the skill. 11 10 

Vehling underscored Perry's testimony about the importance of 
apprenticeship training as a qualification for union membership. 
He explained to the Committee why his union had turned down two 
Negro journeymen.11 

The policy of my local is to take in apprentices. Only 
in a few instances are journeymen taken in, and those 
are cases where they have civil service jobs, or there 
are certain special qualifications needed that these 
gentlemen may possess. 

As the foregoing statements indicate, the apprenticeship 
training program is of great importance to anyone who seeks employ
ment in a skil led trade or union membership. The present admissions 
procedure of these programs, however, mediates against the Negroes 
gaining entrance . 
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his union: 7 

Methods of becoming a member are as follows: (1) Through 
the apprenticeship program. This is the usual and almost 
the exclusive method, although others are theoretically 
available and occasionally used. It is a practice in the 
union that qualified sons' of members are given preference; 
approximately 50 percent of the apprentices who are 
initiated into membership are sons of members. 

Willialll. F. Confroy, business representative, Plumbers Union 
Local 24, testified to this same point:8 

The procedure for becoming a /ynioE.7 member varies. The 
most usual is through the apprenticeship program. However, 
when we sign up a new employer, we accept his employees 
into membership. 

It is difficult, however, for Negroes to enter apprenticeship 
training programs and thus gain admission into a union. Elijah 
Perry, Negro city councilman in Camden, told the Committee of his 
efforts to invade the pipefitter's union through its apprenticeship 
program:9 

As far as the Pipefitter's Union is concerned, I know 
there are no Negroes in the apprentice program .•.• 
When I called for an appointment, there was no iroblem 
in getting one. There hadn't been any Jftegroe!!,./ before, 
you see, and I understand that no one has attempted to try 
and invade that union •.. they ffinion7 have a committee-
apprentice--who selects young men who are to become appren
tices and if you can invade that committee, it's pretty sure 
we can get someone in. So I was trying to get them to accept 
someone. 
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Perry concluded his comment by saying that "it's going t o be quite 
a job getting men into the Pipefitter's Union ••• because the 
skill--there are not too many who have the skill. 11 10 

Vehling underscored Perry's testimony about the importance of 
apprenticeship training as a qualification for union membership. 
He explained to the Committee why his union had turned down two 
Negro journeymen.11 

The policy of my local is to take in apprentices. Only 
in a few instances are journeymen taken in, and those 
are cases where they have civil service jobs, or there 
are certain special qualifications needed that these 
gentlemen may possess. 

As the foregoing statements indicate, the apprenticeship 
training program is of great importance to anyone who seeks employ
ment in a skil led trade or union membership. The present admissions 
procedure of these programs, however, mediates against the Negroes 
gaining entrance . 
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3. Entrance Procedure 

The method for securing entrance into an apprenticeship program can 
be lengthy and complicated. The system as it now functions in the 
majority of such programs places emphasis on sponsorship, election, 
and family relationships, and reflects the deliberate desire of 
unions to limit entrance into certain trades. 

Romeo Jensen of Ironworkers Local 11 was asked by the Commission 
how a person qualifies for admission to the apprentice program of his 
trade:12 

You must have two· sponsors, and if he is accepted he'd 
have to go through the training program. After from 
2 to 4 years he qualifies; he goes before the examining 
Board, and if he's qualified he's accepted. 

Mr. Confrey of the Plumbers Union had explained his union's 
apprenticeship procedure up to 1958: 13 

We have a clause in our contract which has been in the 
contract for many years, reading as follows: 

"Sec. 6. Registration and issuing of all apprentice 
cards, rules and regulations governing apprentices 
desiring to learn the plumbing trade, shall be under 
the supervision of a joint board for apprentices, 
consisting of members of the party of the first part 
and members of the party of the second part in equal 
number." 

For many years this joint board functioned actively, 
selecting the apprentices, supervising their training 
and schooling and certi:tz!ng the completion of their 
apprenticeship •••• .f.!/bout 1958, the joint board 
ceased to function, although the clause is still in 
our contract. This largely resulted from a lack of 
demand for apprentices, combined with a lack of desire 
on the part of the young men to become apprentices at 
the low rate of wage during the first 2 or 3 years. 

Mr. Vehling of the IBEW also told about the difficulty of gain
ing admission to his union I s apprenticeship program. He related the 
followipg story about a group of young Negroes to illustrate his 
point:14 
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@e were visited one evening by a group of young Negro 
men all of whom demanded admission as apprentices. It 
was obvious that they did not know the normal procedure, 
which is that an applicant must first be referred for 
employment and perform satisfactory work in that capacity 
for at least six months, and usually longer, before 
becoming apprentices. Although there is no official 
"waiting list" of men waiting for such referral, the 
list of such men actually at work is usually referred 
to as a "waiting list"--that is, men waiting to become 
apprentices. These men were told that this "waiting 
list," the number of men already working, was already 
too long, . and that there was no opening at that time. 

One thing must be clear- -we cannot discriminate against 
other groups in order to provide employment for one group. 
We cannot make apprentices out of Negro applicants, while 
there are 70 to 75 men actually working as helpers, 
waiting to become apprentices. 

He commented, in addition, that about 50 percent of the 
apprentices in his trades' program were sons of journeymen and that 
of the other 50 percent, "some are relatives, some are recommended 
by employers, some by vocational schools. Some merely apply for 
work. 11 15 

He was asked if this would result in exclusion of Negroes and 
replied:16 

I wouldn't exactly agree with that. In order to become 
an apprentice in rrry local union, a_young man has to apply 
for work, and he has to apply in the morning between 8 and 
10, Monday· to Friday, and when work is available they are 
sent out in their turn, regardless of their race, creed, 
or color. 

He admitted, however, that Negroes would have no chance for the 50 
percent of jobs that go to sons of members. Asked how this could 
be corrected, Vehling answered:17 

Well, I'm no authority on race relations. I would think 
that probably if various groups would take a deeper inter
est in these matters--there have been a number of charges 
filed ._ In rrry opinion, that's the wrong way about this, 
the wrong way to solve this problem. I think groups such 
as the Urban League and the vocational schools should take 
an interest in trying to educate young Negroes so they will 
be qualified, and recommending them. 
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Commissioner Roberts. Rankin asked Vehling whether he still 
would not take the son of a member over somebody recommended by 
the Urban League. The reply was unequivocal. "The son of a 
member has preference, regardless, over all other appli cants."18 

John E, Joyce, Jr., vice president and secretary of John 
E. Joyce, Inc., and a member of the ApprenticesLip Committee of 
Steamf'itters !Deal Union 465, defended the guild system of family 
relationships in the apprenticeship training program for t he 
benefit of the Advisory Committee:19 

The development of the craft, highly skil led craf't, trades 
that we know is more or less an inheritance of the concept 
of a guild system, although greatly liberalized. The way 
I look at it, it's pretty much run that way, and there is 
a natural preference for sons and relati ves of journeymen. 
I don't think this is an unworthy tradition. It may not 
be to the Negroes' advantage, but it happens in many other 
walks of life. For instance, in your colleges and univer
sities, favoritism is shown to sons of alumni. 

One of the main reasons the craft unions do not expand ... 
is that we have to hark back to the days of the 1930's when 
this was one of the most desirable industries, and today I 
know even among our plumbers and steamf'itters l,6oo hours 
of employment in the year is an exception rather than the 
rule. 

Mr, Joyce went on to discuss the qualifications for membership in 
his union's apprenticeship program;20 

The qualifications for a steamf'itter apprentice for the 
apprenticeship program the applicant receives at the office 
of the apprenticeship committee. A man must be 18, no 
more than 21; except for military service the maximum age 
is 25. They must pass a physical exam. 

We have had four classes in the past 7 or 8 years. 
We have never had to recruit any apprentices. We, in 
fact, have to turn most of the applicants down. 

There is considerable evidence that the number of apprentices 
is controlled by agreement with the union. This leads to the 
deliberate effort on the part of unions to limit the number of 
those who ent er the trade to the expected demand for workers. For 
example, c. w. Myers, industrial relations officer of the New York 
Shipbuilding Corporation in Camden, stated: 21 
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We're limited by contract with our labor union as to the 
number of apprentices we can have in the plant. That is, 
we are permitted to have one apprentice for each ten 
craftsmen at the first-class skill level and above. So, 
we reduce, as a result of reduction of force to 90 people, 
we must eliminate one apprentice. 

Thus to gain entrance to the apprenticeship training program 
and through that program to find a job in the highly paid skilled 
trades, the Negro must surmount the hurdles of sponsorship, family 
relationships, and the desire or necessity to limit the supply of 
workers. It is obvious that clauses against discrimination 
are not sufficient to open the benefits of apprenticeship training 
to any significant number of Negroes in New Jersey. 
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4. Major Obstacles to Negro Participation 
in Apprenticeship Programs 

Commission Chairman John A. Hannah questioned Mrs. Amy Terry, 
industrial training adviser for minorities, Bureau of Apprenticeship 
and Training, United States Department of Labor, and Neil Kort, New 
Jersey State Supervisor, also from the Bureau of Apprenticeship and 
Training. The Chairman asked both witnesses to pinpoint, if they 
could, the major obstacles to Negro training and to suggest means 
of overcoming them. Two dominant reasons emerge: lack of informa
tion among Negroes about the program, and lack of enforcement of 
the existing nondiscrimination clauses. 

Speaking to the first point, Mrs. Terry indicated that Negro 
youths generally do not know when, where, or how to apply for 
apprenticeship training. Noting that such information is not 
widespread, she said:22 

ff/he only people who know that there are apprentice 
opportunities available are the sons, nephews, the 
relatives and the friends of those who are already in 
the trades •••• Negroes ••• have no one or have 
few people within the trades and, therefore, are not 
aware of the opportunities which exist ••.• 

Mrs. Terry felt that steps should be taken to inform Negroes of 
existing openings and to insure them that once they apply, discrim
ination will not prevent their entering the trades. 

Kort testified that the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training 
always has attempted to insure that no apprentice program would be 
registered which contained a discriminatory clause. The Bureau, 
however, has no investigatory or enforcement power. Labor Secret ary 
Goldberg directed that a nondiscrimination clause, cons i stent with 
Executive Order 10925, be included in every new apprentice program, 
in order to underscore the importance of equal opportunity for such 
programs. The Bureau was also ordered t o require the inclusion of 
a specific nondiscrimination statement in the apprenticeship 
standards of firms handling Government contracts . Kort said that 
the requirements were all in effect. 23 

Berl I, Bernhard, Commission Staff Director, explored the 
nature of the control which the Bureau of Apprent iceship and 
Training (BA.T) exercises over union apprentice t raining programs. 
After ascertaining that the programs of the union r epresented by 
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Confrey and Vehling were .registered with BAT, Mr. Bernhard asked 
whether the.Bureau had ever raised the question as to why there 
are no Negroes in their particular unions.24 

Vehling's answer was that the question had never been raised 
either by the Bureau or in executive board meetings. He acknow
ledged the existence of nondiscrimination clauses in the training 
program of the Department of Labor as well as in union contracts. 
Nevertheless, he could recall only one Negro member in the 23-year 
period he has been connected with IBEW Local 52. 25 

Confrey stated that there had been two Negroes in his union, 
but well before his time.26 

In response to a subsequent question regarding_ responsibility 
for the enforcement of nondiscrimination clauses, State Supervisor 
Kort emphasized again that his agency merely has the duty ·to see to 
it that all contracts include nondiscrimination clauses. Enforce
ment, he added, is left to the contracting agency. 

When asked by Staff Director Bernhard, if a method of 
supervision to insure enforcement of the nondiscrimination clause 
would help, he replied, "I don't believe so. I think we have been 
pretty successful on a voluntary program. 11 27 

Mrs. Terry, the BA.T minority group advisor, speaking of the 
frustration caused by lack of enforcement of nondiscrimination 
clauses, expressed a slightly different view.28 

Well, that's the point which I find very frustrating at 
the moment because I faithfully submit reports each week 
as to the visits I have made and what I have gotten out 
of them, and there is no way that it is followed up and 
something is done to see that the employer or the union 
is going to take some positive steps towards changing 
this picture of racial discrimination. 

I think that's one of the weaknesses of the whole program 
of apprenticeship and training because, as I said before, 
many of them have clauses, nondiscriminatory clauses, but 
if they are buried in somebody's desk and nobody does 
anything to implement them we will find 10 years from now 
there "Will still be 14 Negroes in the State of New Jersey 
who are receiving apprenticeship training. 

To Bernhard's question whether she thought that" ••• something 
more than mere rhetoric and good intentions are required," Mrs. 
Terry replied, "Yes, I definitely do. 11 29 
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Kort spoke of' a program newly created by BAT designed to 
disseminate information about apprentice programs to minority 
groups. Although the program had existed f'or 2 years, he could 
see no results as f'ar as minority groups were concerned. He 
indicated that he was not f'ree to modify the information program 
in the light of' this lack of results, since it originates in 
Washington.30 

Dr. Neal B. Perkins, Director of Trades and Industrial 
Education, New Jersey Department of Education, told the Committee 
that on the State level most of the information about apprentice
ship programs is disseminated through the schools. Since there is 
no classification as to race, creed, color, or national origin in 
the school records, he could not dete.rmine whether the program was 
a success or a failure as regards minorities.31 

Some months after the Commission hearings in Newark, the 
Advisory Committee checked with Dr. Perkins at the New Jersey 
Department of Education to see what progress had been made in 
securing equal opportunity for Negroes in the apprenticeship 
training program. Dr. Perkins emphasized again that the New 
Jersey Bureau of .Apprenticeship and Training has no figures con
cerning the number of minority group members in the program, 
although the total enrollment figure (3,876 as of' January 1963) 
was available. He told the interviewers that it was impossible 
f'or him to give them current figures on the number of Negro appren
tices in the State, in spite of the fact that, in 1961, the figure 
of 14 Negro apprentices had come from the New Jersey Department of 
Education. He emphasized also that the New Jersey Bureau of Appren
ticeship and Training does nothing more than register the indentured 
apprentices who already have contracts, and that the Department has 
no authority as to which workers are given contracts, and, thereby, 
made eligible to enter the program. Dr. Perkins was asked, as he 
had been at the Newark hearings, why there were so few Negroes 
enrolled in apprenticeship programs in the State, and ·he answered, 
as he had in Newark, that the reason was that so few Negroes were 
employed in the trades the programs cover. It was clear to the 
committee members that the Department of Education bad made no 
effort following the Newark hearings to check on the compliance 
with the nondiscrimination clauses that are included in all the 
contracts. 

s. Conclusions 

Despite the fact that the unions, the employers, the state of New 
Jersey, and the Federal Government all have impressive clauses 
barring discrimination in any section of the apprentice training 
p;rogram with which they are concerned, it is obvious that appren
ticeship training is almost entirely closed to Negroes in this 
State. The last available figures33 show less than one-half' of 
one percent enrolled. All the evidence, especially the sworn 
testimony given in Newark, leads to the inescapable conclusion 
that those who are in charge of registering and approving appren
ticeship training programs in New Jersey--that is the State Super
visor of the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, u .S. Department 
of Labor, and the Assistant State Director of Vocational Education 
an employee of the New Jersey State Department of Education--are ' 
either unwilling or unable to take any responsibility for the 
enforcement of a policy of equal opportunity. Further, although 
public funds (both State and Federal) are used in these programs 
and although the related instruction is given in the public ' 
schools of our State, neither the Federal nor the State author
ities concerned with the apprenticeship training program check 
to see whether or not there is compliance with the law against 
discrimination. 

Admittedly, the apprenti~eship program involves only a limited 
number of youngsters. This number has been decreasing in New 
Jersey in spite of the urgent need for skilled workers. It is true 
that the eliminati.on of discrimination in this program would not 
solve the Negro employment problem. Nevertheless, the flagrant 
injustice of virtual Negro exclusion cannot be allowed to continue 
especially since apprenticeship training offers an important even' 
if limited, avenue of escape from the ranks of the unskilled'to · 
which so many Negroes are currently confined. 

Two years ago, this discrimination problem was brought to the 
attention of the Unit~d States Commissi()n on Civil Rights. Last 
year, as a direct result of the Advisory Committee's 1961 report 
legislation was introduced and passed in the New Jersey legisla-' 
ture specifically barring discrimination in the. apprenticeship 
training program, and making the use of public funds and facilities 
illegal, if discrimination is practiced. This advance will remain 
of little importance, unless the legislation is enforced. It 
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illegal, if discrimination is practiced. This advance will remain 
of little importance, unless the legislation is enforced. It 
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appears from the available evidence that public officials had 
made no serious efforts to enforce the avowed policies of the 
State and Federal Government in this area by the time this report 
was submitted to the United States Commission on Civil Rights, in 
June l963. With this is mind, the New Jersey Advisory Committee 
submits the following recommendations to the Commission in an 
attempt to bring about some fonn of corrective action. 

6. Apprenticeship Training Recommendations 

l. In concert with the Regional Director of the Bureau of 
Apprenticeship and Training of the U .s. Department of Labor and the 
Director of Apprenticeship and Training in the New Jersey Depart
ment of Education, the Department of Labor and Industry of Nev 
Jersey should set up State Apprentice Training Information Centers 
is several of the largest cities of Nev Jersey. These centers 
vould make available information on occupations vhich use appren
tice systems; on industries and unions which have apprenticeship 
programs; on the procedures necessary to file applications for 
apprentice training; and on the qualifications for admission to 
the various programs. Following the experience of New York City, 
vhich has set up an information clearing house, the Apprentice 
Training Information Centers would not concern themselves with 
job placement. 

2. A Joint Committee on Apprenticeship composed of 
representatives of labor unions, management, the Puerto Rican 
Department of Labor, the Manufacturers Association, the Urban 
League, the NAACP, the National Conference of Christians and Jevs, 
'8.IJ.d other religious and civic groups should be established by the 
Governor. In addition to these groups, the Committee should also 
include representatives of the Nev Jersey State Department of 
Labor and Industry, the Chief of the Vocational Division of the 
Bureau of Apprenticeship Training in the Nev Jersey State Depart
ment of Education, and the State Director of Guidance Counseling. 
Such a committee, nov called "The Statewide Committee on Equal 
Opportunity in Apprenticeship and Training for Minority Groups" 
has been set up in California and has proved most useful. 

3. In the expenditure of public funds, efforts should be 
made by Federal, State and other government bodies to encourage 
apprenticeship programs, ma.king sure that apprenticeship oppor
tunities are open equally to all. 

4. A plan for enforcement of existing legislation against 
discrimination should be developed by the State Committee on Equal 
Opportunity in Apprenticeship and Training, providing for a reason
able number of nonvhites and Puerto Ricans in each program or trade. 
The number that should be considered reasonable should be determined 
by the Director of the Division on Civil Rights, in light of the 
proportion of these groups in the population, the nature of the 
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work, and other similar considerations. No apprentice should be 
registered in any trade or program in -which a reasonable number 
of nonwhites and Puerto Ricans is not enrolled without proof of 
efforts to obtain such apprentices by the contracting agency for 
apprentices. Proof of such efforts should be submitted to the 
Director of the Division on Civil Rights for approval, and cer
tified by him as satisfactory to the State Department of Educa
tion. State and Federal Directors of Apprentice Training should 
be responsible for compliance. In the absence of evidence of 
compliance, the responsible officers should be subject to dis
missal. The decision of the Director as to a reasonable number 
should be final if~supported by substantial evidence. 
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AFTERWORD 

The problems surveyed in the report of the New Jersey Advisory 
Committee called, in the opinion of the Committee, for determined 
action by governmental agencies at all levels. In the period of a 
few months following submission of our report to the Commission on 
Civil Rights the beginnings of such meaningful governmental activity 
could be observed in New Jersey. It would be difficult to pinpoint 
any single cause for the accelerated efforts but the Committee feels 
that they are of sufficient importance to be chronicled as an 
afterword to its report. 

Shortly after this report was completed, Governor Richard J. 
Hughes and the Governors of several other States met with the 
President in Washington for a discussion of civil rights problems. 

On June 10, Governor Hughes announced the appointment of a 
Governor's Committee on Equal Opportunity to II insure that all New 
Jersey fully realizes the inherent guarantees of the Declaration 
of Independence, the Bill of Rights, the New Jersey Constitution, 
and the law of New Jersey. • • • 11 

The Governor's Cammi ttee is made up of leaders in business, 
labor, religious organizations, civic groups, social action groups, 
as well as members of the New Jersey Legislature. The Committee 
has been divided into several task forces working toward full 
implementation of existing law and exerting persue.sive force 
throughout the economic community of New Jersey in the interest 
of equal employment opportunity for all. 

Agreements have been reached with various labor councils, 
trade associations and other business groups throughout the Ste.te 
to assure compliance with the spirit as veil as the letter of the 
State's antidiscrimination laws. In e.ddition, the Governor has 
set up A program to identify II equal opportunity employers. 11 A 
statewide campaign is in process to enlist membership by large 
and small employers throughout the State. 

On June 19, a group of 22 leaders of the Republican end 
Democratic parties met at the invitation of the Governor to 
organize a Bipartisan Conference on Equal Opportunity in New Jersey. 
This conference has been dealing with problems in three major areas: 
employment, housing, and education. 
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On July 12, the New Jersey Conf'erence on Fair Housing Practices 
vas held at the State House in Trenton. The principal speakers 
were: Governor Richard J. Hughes, Mr. Robert C. Weaver, Adminis
trator of' the Housing and Home Finance Agency, and Governor David 
L. Lawrence, Chairman of' the President's Committee on Equal 
Opportunity in Housing. The Oonf'erence f'eatu:ted f'our workshops 
dealing with housing problems. Approximately 200 people attended 
the meeting end endorsed the New Jersey administration's fair 
housing bill. 

On August 14, the New Jersey Real Estate Commission held public 
hearings on changes proposed to strenghten the regulations covering 
real estate brokers with relation to fair housing practices. 

In addition, long dormant civic groups have in recent months 
become more aggressive and therefore more eff'ective. The major 
religious groups have taken a f'irm stand in the f'teld of' race 
relations and are becoming increasingly vocal and inf'luential 
throughout the State. There are many other signs that New Jersey 
is awakening to its grave responsibilities. Nonetheless, much more 
is needed by way of' governmental and community action, and without 
delay, to improve the still dismal picture of' opportunity for 
Negroes in New Jersey. The perspective of' severEO.l months has not 
diminished the need f'or the reforms proposed by the Advisory 
Committee in its Report on New Jersey. 
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